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ABSTITACT

The essays in this book were originally presenbd as speeches
to the SDSC/USS conference on The New Security Agenda in the Asia-
Pacific Region, May 1995. They assess Australia's positiory interests
arxl available counses of action in the post{old War strategic
environment. Several interesting themes emerge, induding the
difficulty of deciding the proper balarrce between various possible uses
of tightly constrained defence furds; the tension between Australia's
stated interest in implementing the principle of self-reliarce and the
countqr's crontinued deperrdence on its security relationship with the
Unibd Staes; the stnrggle Ausbalia faces rnaintaining the Australian
Defence Forc€'s relative military capabilities in a rngion filled mostly
with countries that are exhibiting rapid economic development and
comparatively rapid upgrading of their arrned forces; and Australia's
interest in a stable rq+on, even if its own capacity to bring about this
outcorre is limited and several potential crises are already visible on
the horizon.

Contributors indude Australia's Minister for Defence, Minister
for Foreign Affairs, Leader of the Opposition arul Shadow Minister for
Defence, and a senior Defence public servant. The analyse in their
paper provide insights into the assumptions and attitudes within the
countr5r's policy-rnaking circles today, perhaps foreshadowing critical
decisions that will affect Australian security well into the future of this
uncertain era.
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PREFACE

Denny Roy

The end of the C-old War has sparked strategic teassessments
in every region on the globe, not least the Asia-Pacific. Moet strategic
analysts agree that while the possibility of maix war has decreased,
the chance of lower level conflicts in the near future has not
diminished, and may even have increased. With the constraints of
tight bipolar competition removed, smaller countries in the region now
have greater freedom of nranoeuvre; this may have either positive or
negative qonsequences on regional security. ln general, the post{old
War era is one of uncertainty. The distinction between friendly and
adversarial governments is not as clear, and while security threats
have perhaps becorne less intense, their sources and nature seem to
have multiplied. Indeed, the field of security studies is turning greater
aftention to issues such as the security of individuals against their own
governments, transnational crirne, ill"gul migratiorl the impact of
international economic upheaval on domestic economies, the potential
scarcity of essential resources, and the consequences of environmental
pollution and degradation. Each of these issues has the potential to
impact upon the national security of Australia.

In the essays that follow, five Australian public officials assess
Australia's position, interesb and available crcurses of action within
this new strategic environrnent. Several interesting thernes emerge
from these papers, induding: the difficulty of deciding the proper
balance between various possible uses of tightly constrained defence
funds (investrnent vs. deployment, ground vs. lanrC and air forces, how
much should be spent on confidencebrilding exercises with
neighboring countries, etc.); the tension between Australia's stated
interest in implenrenting the principle of 'seU-reliance' and the
counb:y's continued dependence on its security relationship with the
Untied States; the struggle Australia faces rnaintaining the Australian
Defence Force s relative militaqy capabilities in a region filled mostly
with countries that are exhibiting rapid economic development and
comparatively rapid upgrading of their arrned forces; and Aushalia's
interest in a stable regrorL even if its own capacity to bring about this
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outcour is limited, and several pobntial crises are already visible on
the horizon.

The analysee in these papen provide iruights into the
assumptioru and attitudes within circles today, perhaps
foreshadowing critical decisioru that will affect AusUdian security
well into the future of this uncertain era.



CHAPTER 1

AUSTRALIAN DEFENCE POLICY
AFTER THE YEAR 2OOO

Ian Mclachlan

The Coalition'e Record on Defence

Before I discuss the directions the Howard governrnent has set
for defence, I want to make a few rernarks about the past.
Governments around the world put a lot of effort into presenting
history in ways which suit their own policy goals. Nowhere was thii
mor€ apparent than in Australian defence. The previous goverrunent
worked hard to cteate the impression it had invented defence self-
rcliance, and that it originated security crooperation with Asia.

The view that Australia had to be the principal ddender of its
own interests, that it needed to do this in alliances and in close contact
with its neighbours, was not the invention of tlre previous
goverrunent. In fact, these elerrents have been woven into the fabric of
Australian deferrce pottcy sinc€ federation. Tte most sbiking thing
about the history of Australian defence policy is that the themes ol
developing irdeperrclent military capabilitiee, strong alliarrces and
extensive ties with the region constantly resur.

It is not fashionable tlrese days b say anythfug positive abut
Sir Robert Menzies, but his period in office had a defining influence on
the shape of Australian security po[ry. I am pleased that historians
are reevaluating his record as Prirrre Minister between 1939 and 1941
and the effort which his governnrent put into re-arming after decades
of defence neglect.

More importantly, though, it was the Menzies government
after 1949 which set Australia's postwar strategic franrework by
negotiating the ANZUS treaty ard by committing Australian forces to
Korea, the Malayan Errcrgency ard C-onfrontation. He rnade it dear
that Australian s€curity was intimately bound with the security of
Australia's neighbours. It was Menzies who said that Australia
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needd to think of Asia as the'near nolth' rather than what the British
cdled the'far east'.

Many elerrrnts of the modern Australian Defence Force
(ADD's force stmcture were set in the mid-1960e. Menzies was
responsible for ordering the F-111 aircraft in 1%3 - the aircraft featured
on the cover of the Deftnce White Paper put out by labor in 194.1
Other acquisitioru included the Oberon subrnarines anrt guided
missile destroyers.

The Fraser government's 1976 paper, Australian Defaw] gave
the first detailed staFment about the central place of deferre self-
reliance in national security policy. Tb^t 1976 docurnent is rather
forgotbn rrcw, but it was a seminal review which ctunged strategic
po[cy after the Vieetam War. Reading it today one is strucl by th"
many familiar phrases it contains about the importarrce of self-relianc€,
alliances ard security cooperation with Australia's neighbours.

The Coalidon'r Strategic Tradition
Coalition governnEnts have a history of rnakiag deferrce

decisioru whidr enhancd Ausbalia's forces. We originated
Australia's key alliarre ard rnany regional links. We put in place the
fourdatioru for the ADFs presentday force gEucture and capabilities.

Most importantly, Coalition goverrunento have a badition of
making innovative rcspomes b fundamental stratggic change. You
sha[ find things rp different under the Coalition governnrent

The 1994 Defence White Paper adequately dccribed the shape
of the early post{old War era. But it did not offer a blue-print for
defence reforrn We do not believe it made iudgencnb that were
shaqp enough about how to change the ADF to rneet the challengee of
2010 or 2015.

The imrnediate task for defence policy is to rnap an agenda for
practical reforrrg rnalring sure the forces are developed in the rnost
appropriab ard costdfective way to meet the new strabgic

Dcfudittg_Austnli Defene White Paper l99l (Auetralian C-v€mmerrt Publbhing
Servie, Canbern, 199{).
(Australien Corrcrrwsrt Publishing Scrrde, Canberra, 1976).

1
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environrnent. In doing that, we are applying the sarne principles
which gulde our approach to government. Our is for small
governmeng for maximum public acrountability; for squeezing the
greatest possible value out of public spendinp for promoting effective
management and individual initiative.

On the international stage, this rreans developing forces which
are respected for being tough, focused and highly efficient. The
government's commitment to building up strong forces is on record
and demonstrated by ib decision not to cut defence spending.

Notwithstanding what I have said about tlre historical role of
past Coalition goverrurEnts, the labor govemment did a number of
positive things in the last few years. The previous government made
the corect decision to build the ANZAC frigates arul Collins-class
submarines, and to build them in Australia. I am concerned about
some delays in the Collins project but there is no question that both
Collins and ANZAC will be highly capable vessels. The introduction
of the Comrrcrcial Support Programme w.$ a good step although we
will review the scope, content and speed of the progranurr. We may
have to speed it up. Of course, these and other areas received
bipartisan support at the time. I hope that situation will crontinue.

It is dear, however, that a rcthink of defence policy is needed.
I would like to outline tlre governnrent's key defence obFctives to
indicate our directions for the coming years.

Key Defence Objectives

Our key defence policy aim is to develop military forces able
to defeat any attack against Ausbalia. No country has the interest or
capacity to launch a full-scale invasion against Australia, so our focus
is on countering more realistic levels of threat. Our purpose is to deter
any potential aggressor and, if deterrence fails, to defeat the enemy in
the sea and air approaches and on land.

That obiettive is, and must be, the core business of the ADF.
Additionally, the govenrnent will make an effective contribution to
regional security. Australia's defence does not begin at ib coast-line.
On the contrary, Australia cannot be secure if the region is unstable.
Defence is rnaking a growing contribution to Ausbalia's wider
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regional s€curity aims. One of the issues we rreed b examine is how
far that particular role canand should be taken

Australia cannot be adequately defended only by guarding its
territory and by merely looking on at the changes sweeping through
Asia. The stability and prosperity of Austrdia's neighbours; their
willingness to resolve issues peacefully; their own perceptions of
threats arul dangers - these issue will determine whether Australia
rcmaim at peace.

Ttrere ane nurny poEntial flash-points in the Asia-Pacific.
China-Taiwan, the l6rean peniruula and sovereignty dispuEs in the
South China Sea are the nrost frequently nrentioned areas where there
is pobntial for miliAry conflict. ln addition to tlrese, however, therc
are nrany disputed border ar@s, competing daims over patches of
land and sea, piracy, internal insurgerrcy conflicts arul historical
enmities and suspicions often arising out of religious or ethnic
differences. All of these rernain potential threats to peace and stability.

Our approach to Australia's defence and security, therefore,
needs to use a wide definition of national interests. Trade actess,
fr,eedom of navigation over air and sea roubs and the security of
Australia's neighbours are all crucial interests.

We also need to continue to strengthen the crucial alliarrce
relationship with the United States. The alliance rernains a central
pillar of Australian defence policy. Australias defence r,elatioruhip
with ttre United Starcs has developed and will crDntinue to develop out
of shared security interesb and a mutual respect for the capabilities
and contribution whichour force can rnake to regional stability.

Defence Policy et the Turn of the Century

What will Australian defence policy look like at the turn of the
century? Well, the first thing to say is that the turn of the century is
not yery far away. In defence planning terms that is aknost tomonow.
Most of the rnapr equiprnent proiects currently urder way will, by
20fl), still be delivering new equipncnt. We expect that much of that
equipncnt will still be in service in the year 2020 or 2O30. In terms of
its overall size and maior equipment holdings the ADF of 20CI will be
similar to the one we have now.
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Let me outline five priority areas where we will implerrcnt
changes to defence policy.

brct e asing C o mb at C ap ab ility
our first priority is to increase the ADFs combat capabilities.

Jhe pury9se of military forces is to deliver effective combat-power on
the battlefield, wherever that might be.

Granted, the ADF does have other rcles to play; for example,
in regional engagement and peacekeeping. But the bottom line is that
Australia has a military to provide highly capable combat forces to
protect its national interests.

We will increase combat elements and combat capability in the
ADF through carefully redirecting resources. In 

^y 
tinc as Minister I

have-been Tpressed by the range of skills maintained by the ADF.
But_dearly they must increai to maintain Australia's relative military
position in the Asia-Pacific at a tirne when rnany countries in Asia are
modemising their forces.

No country in the region currently presenb a threat to
Australia. Indeed Austsalia maintains good security relations with all
its neighbours and defence cooperation is an important part of its ties.
However, it is a fact that military forces are generally growing in the
Asia-Pacific. This is a developrnent Australia cannot Gt-*. T{erefore
our aim is that the ADF of 2000 should be able to deliver a greater
combat punch across a range of key mi[tary capabilities.

As an island cgu$t Australia needs to grve special emphasis
to sea and air forces. we will work to improve Australia's capacity to
locate and respond to potential aggressors in the rnaritirre sur.ounds.

In terms of land forces, I recognise a need to increase the
fle*ibnif and deployability of highly capable army elements. As our
preelection policy announc€d, we will look at ways to restablish the
capability which was lost when the previous goveinment closed down
two regular army battalions in the early 1990s:

_ As a final point about increasing combat capabilities, I should
add that the ADF of the twenty-first century muit be a tuly icint
organisation. we have some distance to go to get to that point. but the
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way fonrard is dear. There will be more irint-service cooperation in
non<ombat support aneas, in command arul control and between
combat forces. We need to structure our forces in the manner in which
we plan for them to fight.

Str ate gie s f o r C o st-Eff edio au s s

The government's second goal for the ADF of 2000 is that
defence must be more cost-effective. This simply has to be done if we
are going to irrcrease combat capabilities. The rcsources we save from
administrative reform will be kept by the Ddence Department and
rcdirected to achieve greater combat power.

Achieving cost savings through slimming down
administration and by using more efficient work practices is essential.
Indeed it is being introduced in all areas of Comnpnwealth spending.

Defence is the only federal goverilrnnt agency not to take an
overdl sFruting reduction. That shows the depth of Coalition
governnrent support for defence. But it also places an irondad
obligation on the Defence Organisation to get the rnaximum value for
npney out of its $A10 billion budget. I am not satisfied that is
presently the case. There are areas where rnon€y is tot being
efficiently spent. Cost blowouts on the two tank ladfuig vessels
bought from the United StaEs and the duplication of support and
administration semices are two examples.

We have already direcd that savings of $A15 million a year
for the next three years in administrative ar@s be redirected towards
combat capability. I know that significant efficiencies have been rnade
as a result of the C-omrnercial Support Programnre and other reforms.
But defence is at the beginning, rather than the end, of the reform

Process.

I recognise tlrese changes will not be achieved without sorrr
stress within the organisation. However our obiective b increase
combat capability is dear and supported by the Australian public.

Of cpurse we need to be realistic about prospects for incr,eases

in defence spending over the next few years. Frankly, it is hard to
imaghe any area of governnrent spending increasing unless we fix
Australia's national economic problems, encourage private sector
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gtowth and work-place reform and increase national wealth. These
things will happen over the life of the Coalition goverrurrcnt, but the
economic climaE does not rnake it possible to think about defence
spending increases in this term.

In the context of making defence more cost+ffective, I am
considering whether we should have an external review of
management and financial processes in defence. Is our proiect
management up to international best practice? Could we nunage
personnel more efficiently?

I stress that I have not yet made my mind up about this
proposal, or whether we should opt for a full-scale White Paper.
However, I am not averse to the idea of a thorough-going review of
how defence does its business. There are a number of possibilities and
I am reviewing these options.3

Morc Satisfying Careets

Our third goal for defence policy at the turn of the century is
to offer rnore satisfying careers for ADF personnel. The loss of key
personnel from the services - often with highly specialised skills which
take yearc to acquire - is a loss defence simply cannot afford.
Recruitment is difficult and the need for constant training is very
costly. Therefore we have been looking at ways of stemming the loss
of people with key skills and will continue to do so.

I do not think this is a problem solved by just offering more
money, although in some cases, like the recent retention bonus for
pilots, money can help slow the exit of personnel. We will implement
a long-term strategic plan in accordance with the principles identified

On 15 October 1996 Mr Mclachlan announced the establishment of a Defence
Efficimcy Review (DER), run by a panel of AD4 private and public sector
individuals. The DER will report to the Minister on 10 March 197. The review
amounb to e complete reass€ssdrent of the way Defence does business. It will
remove unnecsxlary duplication and inboduce commercial practices where these
are sound and can adrieve efficiencies. It will re$lt in a Defmc organisation that
is bett€r focused or its key roles and perforrrs them nrcre efficiently within
existing resouroeg.
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in the Glenn Review, recognising that ADF personnel have special
needs ancl are our rnost important resource.4

In other respects our defence policy identified a range of
personnel issues, from widening access to the ADF Home Ioans
Assistance Scheme to change to child care, health iurangernenb and
education schemes, to help improve the lot of service people.

More generally, though, we believe that th€ most effective way
to retain quality people is to give them a sense of PurPose and an
understanding about how their contribution fits into the broader
deferrce picture. Having a clearer sense of the purpose of the
organisation and an understanding about how deferrce directly
contributes to our national interests will help defence inbrnally and
also help to sbengthen community support for defence activities.

It is enormously important to ensure that the public
understands and supports the key elements of our policy. In recent
years public support for, and understanding of, defence appears to
have declined somewhat because of a lack of darity in Australia's key
policy aims in the post{old War world. That is a potentially
dangerous situation. Governrrrenb must er<ercise leadership by
explaining deferrce policy goals in ways that generate public support. I
am confident we can do that through the careful examination and
explanation of our post{old War defence aims.

AlliatrceManagemni
Our fourth goal for defence pollcy at the turn of the century is

to have revitalised Australia's alliance relations, ensuring they stay
relevant to Australia's strategic circumstances.

The United States continues to play a pivotal security role in
the Asia-Pacific. America's security commitrnent to the region is an
essential stabilising factor at a time when power relativities are
changrng and many countries are acquiring rrpdern defence
capabilities.

Saoing Arrctralb: Tlu Austnlitn Dcfcttu Fme h tlu Trtcttty-Firs, Cctr@ (De{ence
Directuate of Publishing Canberra, 1995) [Review Team Chair: G. Glennl.
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Australia supported the United States in ib deployment of
warships to the waters around Taiwan in March 196 during a period
of raised tension. We were also very pleased with the restated alliance
commitrnent between Iapan and the United States, and the review the
two countries are holding into increasing defence cooperation. Both
these events have dennnstrated America's commifinent to Asia-Pacific
security.

A healthy alliance with the United States reinforces the good
reasons why Washington remains engaged in Asia. We will continue
to address whether we should consider new areas for security
cooperation with the United States. Where possible, we will try to
increase existing types of defence contact.

We also place a high priority on Australia's alliance with New
Zealand. We see opportunities in ensuring that, as the two national
forces develop capabilities, they keep in mind the enormously close
cooperation which exists between Australia and New Zealand. Of
course, cooperation is carried forward when both sides derive value
from the association. While I was in New Zealand I said that we
hoped Wellington would see its way clear to purchase additional
ANZAC frigates. But this is not a decision that New Zealand has to
take until late7997.

In a wider context, we hope New Tealand and the United
States will resolve their differences over the nuclear ships issue. We
cannot hide ttre fact that this split in the ANZUS alliance is one which
imposes practical difficulties on all three parties. There are continuing
costs to Australia in terms of it needing to mount two s€ts of bilateral
exercises.

These difficulties aside, Australia derives value from its
bilateral security relationship with New Zealand. It is logical that this
relationship will continue to develop, with the two military forces
arriving at new and nrore comprehensive forms of cooperation.

Agenila for Regional Cooperution
The final area I want to mention concerns defence cooperation

in the region.
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My crclleague Alexander Downer, has articulated the agenda
for regional security cooperation, the welkstab[shd links Australia
has with its neigtrbours, and the cooperative activity - both bilateral
and multilateral - growing in the region.s

The ADF has long been an important adiunct to Australia's
diplomatic efforts in the region. Because of the associations - in sonre
cases going back to the immediate postwar period - which defence has
developed with the countries of Southeast Asia, Australia's military
has a great depth of understanding about regional neighbours.

We are optimistic that regional engagement will continue to
grow. There will be new opportunities for military-to-military contact.
In most cases this will be bilateral contact, but the ASEAN Regional
Forum (ARn is creating opportunities for the ADF to engage in
multilateral contact as well. Defence contact of this sort contributes
very directly to promoting regional peace and security and tlrerefore
also to Ausfalia's defence.

I rccognise that additional forms of cooperation will crcate
pr€ssur€s within the Defence Department in setting priorities for
spending its operational budget. Competing operational priorities for
dollars, personnel and equipment will have to be assessed against
sorne tough defence criteria. However, rqgional and alliance
cooperation activitiee should not be regarded as'optional extras'. They
are an essential elenrnt of Australian defence pollcy, contributing to
the counby's immediab security. Also, as regional economie{i
continue to grow, we ar€ rmving b increasingly equal cmperative
activities, where the dircct benefits to the ADF ane onrmensurate with
the resource cost.

Combined exercises with regional friends will becnrne more
demanding as countries acquire high-technology equipnrent. Along
with training opportunities and personnel exchanges, this will provide
a solid basis for highnuality defence relationships to develop.

Over tirne we will be looking to build on existing
relationships. Naturally, defence cooperation with Indonesia has a
high priority. We will develop further the defence relationship. The

5 Sp"*t at the conference, lte Nerv Sectrrity Agenda in the Asia-Pacific Region,
May 196, reproduced in thb volusre.
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bilateral Agreement on Maintaining Security is a gmd vehicle for
increasing practical cmperation.

We already have very solid defence ties with Malaysia and
Singapore, not least under the Five Power Defence Arrangements
which this government strongly supports. We will continue these
much-valued defence relationships and look to increase opportunities
for contact.

A measure of how dose such defence relationships can
develop is the location in Ausbalia of the Singapore Flying Training
Schml at RAAF Base Pearce in Perth. I was very impresed with the
facility and the level of cooperation which edsted between the
Australian Commanding Officer at Pearce and the Singapore Fl),tng
ft hool C-ommanding Of f icer.

Finally, on Papua New Guinea, the governnrent has put a
substantial effort into bolstering the relationship and will continue to
do so. We have not been satisfied that Australia's defence cooperation
activities have produced the best results for either country, and have
moved to review these activities in cooperation with the PNG
goverrunent.

Conclusion
Let rne conclude by restating some of the key issues the

goverrunent will address in defence policy.

Our aim is to reorder defence spending priorities so that we
can build up combat capabilities in the ADF. Maintaining high levels
of combat capability is the prime neason for spending $A10 billion a
year on defence. The government puts such a high priority on defence
that the budget has not been cut. But we have an obligation to the
Australian people to make sure we are getting maximum value for our
defence dollar.

Second, an effective defence policy cannot pst concern itself
with protecting the shore-line. Australia's defence begins with the
security of the region. Policy must be structured in such a way that the
ADF is able to make a substantial contribution to regional security as a
whole.
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These two features together define the thrust of the
governnrent's defence polrry. By the year 2000 I anticipate that we will
have a defence force:
t increasingly able to deliver decisive combat Power on the

battlefield;

' with a smaller administrative'tail';

' offering rnore attractive carser opportunities;
t with revitalised alliance stnrctures;

t and finally, rnaking a substantial and respected contribution to
Asia-Pacific security through increasing defence contact with
Australia's neighbours.



CHAPTER 2

NEW DIRECTIONS IN AUSTI{ALIAN
DEFENCE PLANNING

Hugh White

This year is the twentieth anniversary of the 1976 White Paper,
Australian Deferce,l which first spelled out an Australian defence
policy of self-reliance, and starbd building coherent approadres to the
management of Australia's alliances, regional strategic engagernent
and capability planning for the defence of Australia. These familiar
conc€pts have been the foundations of Australian defence planning
ever since. I believe that they will continue to be the key concepts in
Australian defence po[cy for a long time to come, and that they
provide the best frarnework for understanding the new directions that
Australian defence planning will take over the next twenty years or
more.

lle 1976 White Paper responded to a decade of rnapr change
in Australia's stsatqtic circumstances. In Southeast Asia, Indonesia's
New Order ernerged, political stabitity and economic developnrent
took hold, and ASEAN was fonned. The Vietnam War finished, and
relations with China began. The British withdrew most of their forces
from east of Suez, and America adopted the Guam doctrine.

Ttrere are nrany continuities between those changes and the
ones with which lve ane grappling today. The end of the Cold War
has, in the mair; accelerated trends which were already evident in
1976. And Australia's r€sponses will, I believe, also be in many
rcspects extensions of those that it has been implementing since the
1970s.

I find thig rrrcasure of continuity in Australian defence
planning reassuring. In 7976 our predecessors - including some who
are still our colleagues - s€t out to build a durable defence policy based
on the enduring fundanrentals of Australia's strategic circumstances,

(Australian C.overnmmt Publishing Service, Canberra, 1975).
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and I think they succ€eded. So I am not surprised b find that
Australia's defence policy continues to rcvolve around a set of
conc€pts which reflect what Lord Paknerston might have called its
'permarrent inbrests'.

But nor am I surprised that tlre concepts they developed, and
which were elaborated and implemented so effectively in the 1980s by
Paul Dibb ard others, now stand in need of re+xamination,
refinenrcnt an4 in sorrte cases, mapr overhaul. In the comrnents that
follow I will try to look ahead another twenty years to see the
directions those processes might take.

Self-Reliance

Of course we start with self-reliance. The concept is quite
precise. In the 1994 White Paper it was described this way: Australia
will develop forces that can defend its territory without relytng on the
combat forces of other countries.2 After twenty years at the heart of
Australia's defence policies, self-reliance has become part of the
furniture, but it should not be taken for granted. It seems a simple
idea, but it is in fact quite complex, with many asPects and gradations.

As launched in the 1975 WhiE Paper, the concept of self-
reliance was highly qualified. The cmcial paragraph spoke only of
'increased self-r€liane'.3 It was not until the mid-1980s that Australian
governnrents $tard to talk routinely of self-reliance pure ard simple.
But even then ttrey only contemplated self-reliarre against srnall-rale
attacks of ttre kind described as low-level contingerrcie. During the
Cold War there was an assumption - reflected for otample on Page one
of the Dibb ReporC - that Aushalia could and should rely on the
United States in the event of rnore substantial conventional attack on
Australia.

Over the next few years the concept of self-reliarrce will
erpand to incrcrporate a wider range of contingencies. I think the

2

3
1

Dcftnd@ Arctnlia, DefenceWhite Peper 1991 (Aushelian Government hrbliehtng
Service, C-anberre, f99{), p.13,
Austnl br Dfarea dr 3, pra.6, p. I 0.
Brzlicu of Austnlia's Defarc Czl4bilitirs, R€port b the Minist€r for Defence by Mr
Paul Dibb March f986 (Australian C.overnment Publistring Servie, Canberra,
1986).
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changes in Australia's strategic circumstances since the mid-1980s
mean that in future Australians will think of seU-reliance in quite
unconditional terrns. They will aim to develop defence forces which
can defend Australia against any plausible conventional attack.

The reason for this is simple. The scale of attacks which could
be rnounbd agairut Australia will increase as capabilities in its region
improve over the next few decades. As that happens, I cannot imagine
Australian goverrunents wanting to slip back to depending on allies.
So Australia's conception of self-reliance must expand to encompass
the ability to defend itself, unaided, in higher level conflicts.

Self-reliance will also become more complete. Australia has
gone a long way in building the front-end defence capability to defend
its own continent. But many of the elements of independent national
military power are still to be developed, particularly at the strategic
arxl operational levels of command, and in Australia's ability to
sustain and support forces from the national base. Now some progress
is starting to be made in these areas; strategic and operational levels of
command are being developed, for example. But there is still a long
way to go before we can say that Australia has a complete national
system to fight, nranage and sustain a war in the defence of Australia.
It is necessary to complete this great national task.

To understand what the development of self-reliance rrrcarui
for other elements of Australia's defence policy, it ie important to
recognise that Australia will not seek more self-reliance because it has
less faith in its allies. This is often misunderstood, in part because of
too simplistic a view of why self-reliance was adopted in the first
place. The move to self-reliance in 1976 is usually seen as a direct
r€sponse to doubts about Australia's allies after the Guam doctrine and
the UK withdrawal from east of Suez. But I think that was only part of
the stoqy. Doubts about allies were not new in the years leading up to
7976; tlrcy had always been part of Australia's strategic debate - and
oftery as in the lab 1930s, with better re:rson than in the 1970s. So
there must have been other causes.

One was a growing confidence in Australia's ability to defend
itself. A famous Argus editorial of the 1920s summed up a durable
element in Australian thinking when it said that self-reliance was
militarily impossible, and it would be'madness to make the attempt'.
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That view was still *idely held fifty years later, but it was growing

wealcer. I think one reagon for that was the way in which Australia's

defence capabilities had developed in the 1960s and early 1970s.

Australia started to develop military forces to defend itser in
regional conllicts in the early 1960s.- Archive releases over the past few

yeits h"ne shown iust how focused that effort was. The capabilities

ih"t -"te acquired-then have stood Australia in good stead ever since;

they form a'latge part of the Australian Defence Force (ADF) today.

So ine foundationsof a self-reliant defence capability were liaid in the

early 1960s. And Australia did not adopt self-reliance as a policy in
tfre 

-mia-fgZos 
before it had gone some way to showing that it could

make the po[cy work.

Moreover, by the mid-1970s it was clear that technological

developrnents could- make self-reliance easier in future. widearea
snrreil-lat ce and long-range precision munitions already promised to

make Australia's air and maritime approaches mor€ transParent and

deniable.

s€cond, self-reliance becanc possible in the mid-1970s because

Australia's relationships with regional neighbours had changed. In the

decade from the nrid:1960s to the mid-1970s, the region became less

threatening. lndonesia was no longer a worry, as it had been in the

early l%os under grkarno; communism was contained in Indochina,
rela-tions with china were established; and southeast Asia was

becoming prosPerous, cooperative, stable and secure.

These developments did not iust rernove poEntial or
perceived thr€ats to Australia. They opened the way to.levels of
iefence engagenrent with neighbours which had been unthinkable in
earlier yea"i.-tte Five Powei Deferrce Arrangernents qPD-A) are the
most striking example. In the early 1970s, through the FPDA,

Australia started to work cooperatively with its neighbours to senve

shared strategic interesb. For the first tirne, its neighbours became

strategic assets rather than strategic liabilities. The FPDA were thus
not ttfo hst relic of forward defince, but the first fruit of regional
engagement. They were the first of those regional associations which

"t" 
pu.t of the framework of self-reliance, and helped to rnake self-

reliance possible.
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These historical points about tlre origins of self-reliance help us
to uncerstand where self-reliance is going in the future. Each of the
factors I have mentioned as bearing on the choices Australian planners
made in the 1970s will bear on the choices they will make in fu-ture.

But most importantly, this survey reminds us that we should
ryt s€! a policy of self-reliance simply as a responee to failing alliances.
If we think that, we will not understand wheri defence pout is going:
while Australian self-reliance develops, so too should itJ alliances.

Alliances

M*y people assume that, with the end of the Cold War,
Australian's alliance with the united states will slowly fade away.
Alrrnst eJeryole agr€es that would be a sharne, both ior the region
and for Australia. But ttrey do not spend much time thi.kirg about
how to stop it happe.irg. To a policy nraker that seems

ry4r9{9ry. I agree that the alliance will be changed by the end of
the cold war. But I do not think it will fade away, and I ktor, *e
should not let it do so.

This presupposes that the alliance remains a major strategic
asset to Australia. I do not need to rehearse here the many benefitJ it
providq, but it rnay be worth saymg that, from my observation" the
p,ractical opportunities for cooperation and the prictical benefib to
Australia's defence forces have expanded significanuy in recent years.
Australia is doing npre with the united staEs than ever before, and
F"qg"g more from it. The country's defence post,,'e depends on
that alliance, ard will keep depending on it for rnany years to come.

Why is there pessimism about the future of the UgAustralian
alliance desplte this healthy trend? Largely because of gloomy
iudgerrrents about the future of us snategii engagernent-in tte
western Pacific as a whole. The end of the cota war iJof course very
significant for the role and pres€nce of the united states in this region,
ltt r"nry exactly what it mearu is not easy. On the one hand, the
united states will remain the biggest military power in the world,
capable of app.lyrng decisive military power in-Asia, aruc evidently
willing to continue to use that power to support its interests here. on
the other, the united states will in the 

-future 
have less strategic
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preponderance relative to Asian Powers than during the Cold War,

and will define its interests in less straighfforward ways.

What does that nrean for the alliance in the futurc? There are

two points to bear in mind. First, the shaPe of US 91gag9Tenl i"'tt"
r€gion was not static during the cold war. In the 1970s, following the

Guam doctrine, rnany predicted US withdrawal from the region iust-as
they do today. Indded relatively declining US prepondera-nc€ can be

seen as part of a trend whictu since early this century,,haE seen a

steady, though not uniform, decline in the relative strategic weight of
oubide powers in Asia ob4-l,is the Asian Powe$ themselves.

ltrat implies, of course, that the present changes do not iust
flow from the end of the cold war. In fact their underlying ciruees can

be found in the economic growth and political evolution of the

countrie of the region into npdern, effective nation-staEs. so we are

facing tte latest stage of the same issue that Alfr€d Deakin recognised

wheri;apan defeaed Russia in 1905. As Deakin found, these p-roblems

can be managed, ard we may have something to learn from him and
other predecessors about how it is done.

S€corvi, the shape of US engagernent in the region will change,

aruc it is sensible to expect that it will look very different in twenty
years' time. The erd of the Cold War does rnean the end of US

ingagenrent as it was during the Cold War. But a durable new style of
engagerrent can evolve to replace it. Managing that will take more
imagination than we have so far shown.

This is rpt the place to try to fill that gap, but I do want to
make one obvious poi"a. If the ley long-Erm berxl is the decline of
US strategic preponderance in Asia relative b the Asian Powers
themselves, then-the key to durable US engagement in the region is
new ways of cooperationbetween the united states and its partnerc on
this side of the Plcific; more equal and corrsultative parhrerships, and
more acknowledgernent of the interests of both sides.

That will make new demands on the United States, but it will
also make new demands on countries in tlre region. I want to look
briefly at what that means specifically for Australia's defence

relationship with Arnerica.
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Australia's defence planning can expect that the United Sates
will rernain a rnairr player in the rcgion, and a willing and generous
bilateral defence parher. But only if we in Ausbalia do what is
necessary to mal<e it happen.

Australians tend to think that the future of America's
engagement, both in the region as a whole and with Australia in
particular, will be determined far away in Washington, and in the
minds of American voters. But a }ey inlluence will be the policies
Australians themselves adopt. Australia needs to rnake it an active
policy objective to keep the United States engaged. And that does not
apply only to the bilateral relationship. Australia has the capacity to be
an important influence on maintaining and shaping wider US
engagement in the Western Pacific.

That will raise sonre tough questions. As Sir Arthur Tange
said in 1976:

If we value the associatiorU it would be prudent to ask
ourselves whether Australia is, consistent with other rnapr
national interesb and objectives, sustaining Anrerican strategic
interest in Australia.S

Tlrose are not questions Australians have asked themselves much
recently. For many years they have tended to leave the United States
to take the initiative in defining the scale of alliance activities and
obligations. Australia has done what it has been asked to do. Partly,
that is because it has tended to see the United States as a bigger
beneficiary of the allianca than it is. I am not surc that was true during
the Cold War; it is certainly not true today. Australians tend to forget
how little they pay for the alliance in return for what it delivers. They
make much of having been involved in so nuny wars with the United
States over the past century, arxt like to think that puts America under
perrnanent and limitless obligation to Australia. But that is not the
view I would take if I were a US official. I would be asking what is
Australia doing for the United States today, and what will it be doing
tomorrow?

Sir Arthur Tange, 'Defence Policy Making in Australia' in Jotrn llimun (ed.),
Austnlbr Dcfnu (F-xtqrsion Service, University of Western Australia, Perth,
ry76).
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This is difficult territory in any relationship between different-
sized partners. Mutual sharing of costs and benefits can look like
exploitation of the smaller by the larger. But in the post{old War
world, if Australia wants to retain the US relationship, it will need to
take a rnorc rnature approach arlt build a relationship which delivers
tangible if not equal benefie to both sides. Australia will not do it for
th€ sal<e of the United States; it will do it br itself, to preserve and
enhance the benefits it gets from the relationship.

Policy rnakers will need to look at rnany aspects of Australia's
defence pohcy for opportunities to build more shength into the
relationship. That will require some tough choices. But it will not
require fundarnental changes in orientation. In particular, it will not
require Australia to compromise its policy on regional engagement:
anyone who thinks there is a zermurn choice to be made between the
US alliance and the region has not been panng attention to what is
happe^i.g in Asia these days.

Regional Engagement

A good place to start thinking about the future of regional
engagement is to consider the alternative. There is an dternative, of
course: Australia could adopt a policy of strategic isolation. It could
abandon all defence linkages with countries in its regiory declare that it
would in no circumstances beconre involved in regional conflicts, and
focus its deferrce efforts on building the capabilities to defend its own
tenitrory. It is a respectable strategy - Switzerland and Sweden have
adopted sorsthing like it for rnany yeas. Ard the British have
debated it for several centuries. We in Australia might want to adopt
it, if we thought it would make Australia rnore secure from armed
attack than our present policy doe.

I do not suppose rnany would disagree that the likelihood and
scale of any armed attack on Australia depends on the strategic
circumstances in its region. So the question about the value of regional
engagement is not whether the region rnatters to Australia's security,
but whether Australia can make much difference to the region. An
argunrent in favour of the Swedish option would need to show that
Australia's engagenrent in th€ region is not aontributing effectively to
preventing armed attack. That depends on Australia's capacity to
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influence regional strategic affairs at a reasonable cost. The more
powerful a country is, the nnre likely it is to be able to do that. If
Australia is big enough to make a differencg its interests are best
served by getting involved. If not, then, like the Swedes, Australians
might decide that they would be better off staying at home and
spending their money on defence.

I think regional engagement is worth doing for Australia
because Australia is big enough to make a difference to the regional
environment. For a reasonable proportion of its overall defence effort,
Australia can materially affect the strategic environrnent and reduce
the risks of conflict. One estimae is that regional engagement costs
Australia around $4250 million per year. That is a pretty rough
estimate, but it is a useful guide.

$A250 million is a lot of money. But it is only about 2.5 per
cent of the defence budget, and Australia gets a lot for it On one
crude measure, for example, tt deploys rrore ships, aircraft and people
into Southeast Asia each year than any other country outside that
region except the united states. And it has a set of bilateral defence
relationships with th€ counEies of southeast Asia which is stronger
than anyone else's.

But I would agree that Australia needs to be very careful, both
with regard to the amounts it spends arrlt the activities in wNch it
engages, not to divert too rnany resouroes and asseb from the
development of its own ddence capabilities into regional engagerrrcnt.
I have no doubt which has the ultimate priority.

That means that Australia cannot let spending on regional
engagement grow indefinitely. But it does not mean that the
relationships cannot ontinue to grow. As ttrc relationships develop,
those aspects which cost a lot of rnoney (such as significant materiLl
proiects funded to a large extent by Australia) will tend to beconre less
significant. That is indeed already happe ing. So Australia can have
more regional engagenrent without spending nnre rnoney.

Of course, spending money and generating activity is not the
sanre as achieving obictives. Defining precise obiectives for regional
engagement is harder than in other areas of defence policy. But we
can have a reasonably clear idea of our broad goals.
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The nrost comprehensive of our goals is to help shape the
security structures which are emerging in the region since the end of
the C-old War. It is not dear what structures will emerge, or whether
or how they will fit the old categories of balance of power, collective
security, concert or whatever. Defence pollcy must address each
possibility.

Whabver their shape, those structures need to have two
elenrents. First, the countries of the region should shar,'e a clear
presumption against the use of force in international affairs, based on a
shared set of interests and expectations. Second, that presumption
must be backed up by a balance of military capability which means
that no power is likely to expect that it can benefit from the use of
armed force, because it must expect that others of equal or greater
power would resist it.

The relationship between these two elements is critical. The
first without the second would be precarious, and the semnd without
the first would be dangerous. So both elements must be promotd
simultanmusly. That will pose dilemrnas, as it has recently in
considering pohcy towards China.

Morebroadly, policy makers want b develop regional s€curity
relationships and institutions, bilateral and multilateral, which can
promote both elernents simultaneously. Austsalia wants to be able to
cooperate with its neighbours in building habits of gmd international
conduct. But it also wanb to be able to work and, if nec€ssary,
perhaps even to fight alongside one another to fix the problems if all
else fails.

Thes€ will of course be different types of relationship than
many Australia has had with its regional neigtrbours before. They will
be more foctrsed, and rnole important b Australia's security and that
of the region Planning ways to build those relationships and
institutions is not a precise art. It is a long-term evolutionary proc€es.
There ar€ rnany different ways it can be atternpted, and we need to
choose approaches which are acceptable to our partrers, and which
build on our present assets. I think we need to keep an open mind
about the best way to develop them further in the future.
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Capabilities
I said earlier that in coming years the cpncept of self-reliance

will extend to cover the defence of Australia in higher levels of conflict
than have been envisaged so far. Capabilities in the Asia-Pacific
region are growing and I think Australia must plan on the basis that
this trend will continue. That means, simply, that planners will be
aiming to increase the capability of the ADF so that Australia can
continue to defend itself, with its own forc€s, against any plausible
attack which can be rnade against it.

I believe that is achievable, and within a reasonable cost. It is a
huge task, but time and technology are on Australia's side. Properly
used, technology can turn the country's huge maritime approaches and
land space into that great strategic asset, depth. But I think Australia's
approach to force planning will need to change significantly to do it. It
will be necessry to focus on different kinds of capabilities for those
higher levels of conflict, and to approach the planning and
development of the ADF in a much more disciplined and selective
nuulner if the capabilities of the ADF are to be increased without
increasing defence spending.

My own view is that in future Australia's capability planning
will shift away from the sorts of low-intensity conflicts, involving
capabilities currently available in the region, on which we have been
focusing. It is not that low-intensity conllict is no longer possible or
that defence planning should ignore current capabilities. Rather, it is
that as the pace of capability developnrent continues in the region,
especially over a 15 to 2Gyear planning time frame, the development
of Australia's forc€ structure needs to take into account the possibility
of higher levels and different kinds of conllict.

Planning for a wider range of possible conflicts, at a higher
level of intensity, will not be easy. Defence planners will be bying to
make more selective decisions about Australia's force needs, while at
the sarne tirne having to be less precise about the kind of war they are
planning to fight My instinct is that they will try to address this
problem by focusing less than we do now on defining the kinds of
capabilities and operations which might be brought to bear against
Australia by an adversary in a conflict. Instead, they will focus on the
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sorb of operatioru that might need to be undertaken in response to the
application of military force against Australia.

What might this rrrean in practice? Let rne give three
examples. First, I believe planners will need to think more carefully
than they have in the past about the balance of priority between
maritime and land defence operatioru at all levels of conflict.
Governments have for years been saying that Australia should give
priority to maritime defences. But the focus on low-level
contingerries, with the possibility of veqy small, self-sustaining forces
being inserbd covertly, has meant that much of Australia's planning
over rectnt years has focused on land forces. I suspect that as planners
start thinking rnore about higher levels of conflict, the cost-
effectiveness of maritirne forces will beconre rnore evident; they allow
Australia to take advantage of its geography and its comparative
advantage in bchnology-intensive as opposed to liabour-intensive
capabilities.

Seaond, I expect that Australians will start to think more
carefully about the balance of reactive and proactive strabgic options
in deftnding Australia. As circumstances becorne rnore dernarding, it
may be necessary to place less emphasis on the highly reactive
straEgies which have been a feature, for example, of sucressive
trGngaroo exercises in recent years. Instead, it rnay be necessary to
focus more on options which would allow Australia to seize the
initiative early in a cronflict, and to use its assets nrore efficiently, both
to dictate the development of the cpnflict and to increase an opponent's
costs.

Third, in all capability decisions planners will need to look
even harder than they have before at the rrost cost+ffective ways of
doing particular pbs. That will require tough choices. Pladorms and
systems are not the outpub of deferrce planning; they are only inputs:
if Austs'alia is b rnaintain self-reliance in more demarding
circumstances it wiU not be able to afford plaforms and systems which
do not perform the ultirnate task as costeffectively as possible.

Careful choices between c'urent ard future capabilitie will
also have to be rnade. I said earlier that tinre is on our side. Austsalia
is starting from a strong base of capable forces, and there is plenty of
scope to make them better. But only if time and rnoney are used
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carefully. Australia needs to maintain forces able to deal with the
conflicts that might arise in the short term. But in deciding how big
those forces need to be, it should be remembered that future
uncertainties are much larger than curent ones. It therefore makm
sense to put as much money as possible into future capabilities.

We are already doing pretty well. Over recent ye.us, 2F30 per
cent of the defence budget has gone to investment. Spending much
more on investnent would be hard to sustain, and would undercut
Australia's ability to maintain both current and future capability.
Cunent capability is itself a vital ingredient of future capability,
especially as regards the skills and experience of today's force which
must be passed on to tomorrow's. And lower current sperrding could
leave the country short of current capability for short-term tasks. So I
think the balance at present is about right. But I would be very careful
of reducing long-term investment in our today's strategic
circumstances

Finalln it is necessary to think carefully about the rnost central
element of Australian strategic guidance - the focus on a narrowly
defined concept of the defence of Australia as the determinant of its
capability needs. I think this has been a huge advantage to Australian
defence planning, g"i.g it rigour, clarity, and international and
domestic acc€ptance, dl based on a dear foundation in Australia's
most basic strategic interest.

But we should not assume that it is immutable. It has always
been argued that the capabilities developed for the defence of
Australia provide the country with options to do other tasks further
afield, and that has been proved repeatedly. But in a mone demanding
strategic environrnent, planners will need to rnake sure that the
capabilities developed for the defence of Australia really are adequate
for the other tasks that government might ask them to do.

Australia's plicy clearly recognises that it has important
strategic interests in the region beyond its own shores. I do not think
we can rule out the possibility that Australian forces might at some
time be deployed in the region to help protect those intereG.

My own view is that, for all the reasons I have described,
Australia will probably continue to focus its capability developnrent
on the defence of Aushalia. But in future planners will pay more
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attention tttan they have in the past b ensuring that the forces drosen
for the defence of Australia are thoee which provide the government
with the widest possible range of options to contribub forces to
operations elsewhere in the region. In practice, when choosing
between different options for the ddence of Australia, planners are
likely to favour those which give Australia the greatest capacity to
undertake substantial tasks in ib region.

I Udnk the main effect of that will be to further increase the
emphasis plad over coming years on rnaintaining highly capable
long-range maritirne forces, able to operate in dernanding rcgional
threat environments.

Condueion
By way of conclusioru I will simply say that the arnount of

work to be done in setting these new directions seenrs pr€tty
formidable. I have stressed the continuity in Australian defence
planning but I hope I have also shown that there are some big issues
out there. Australia needs to redefine se[-reliance, overhaul its
approach to alliance management, expand its concept of regional
engagernent, and fundarnentally examine its approach to force
planning. It can cpntinue to build on the foundations laid in the 1970s
anC 198G by people like Sir Arthur Tange ard Paul Dibb because ttrcy
did their work so well. I hope future planners can do as well.



CHAPTER 3

AUSTRALIA'S SECURITY RELATIONS WITH
THE ASIA.PACIFIC REGION

Arch Bevis

There can be no doubt that since the end of the Cold War the
removal of consuainb imposed by the two opposed power blocs has
permitted previously local and regional pressures to corne to the fore.
Differences in the outlook of nations have becorne morc apparent, and
have produced strains in relationships which had previously appeared
well adjusted. An example is the increased tensions between the
United States and |apan over trade.

Impediments to growing international economic relations
have been reduced, with trade increasingly identifying national
interests. Examples include the eastern European countries' attempts
to becorrre enmeshed with the economic developrrcnt of the European
Union and the tpavy investment from Taiwan in the People's Republic
of China. It is argued by some that trade liberalisation provides
growing prosperity, increasing mutual interdependence and peaceful
cooperation as the future of nations become increasingly more
commercially intertwined.

Ttre extension of this argunrent holds that w.u wils perhaps an
appropriate national response when the fixed factors of production,
particularly land, were the dominant elernents of ecrcnomic
production. As Robert Reiclu in his book Trre Work of Nafiors,l so
clearly argues, the factors of production that iue nory significant in
modern economies are capital, skilled labour and inforrnation. These
tend to be mobile and, by their nature, not easy to dominate by
military means. Indeed, investment capital tends to'flee'at the rumour
of conflict.

Were this analysis of the world of the twenty-first century
correct one would argue, or at least hope, that tlre Asia-Pacific

I Robert B. Reiclt Tlu lttorkof Netlns: Prepring Au*.tus fu 2Tstlctttttry @rpiulbn
(AA. Knopf, l.IewYorh 1991).
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Economic C-ooperation (APEC) forum alone, through the pronrotion of
mutual prosperity, could be the npdel way to peaaeful a(reristenc€ in
eastern Asia. APEC is an enormously significant strategic as well as
economic development in the rcgior9 holding great promise for the
years ahead. But to expect APEC alone to deliver security is a big ask

Notwithstanding Reich's analysis of future wealth creation,
land and ocean territories remain crucial factors of production and
prcrequisites for wealth. Territorial conhol remains the dominant
factor for rnany resistance, liberation and secessionist rrpverrrcnts, and
for nations.

The Asian rcgion is no different in ttrcse rnafters to any other
part of the world. Indeed, the survey of rnapr conflicts produced by
the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRIP shows
that slightly more conflicts have occrrrred in Asia over the period 1989
to 1994 than in any other region. As in most other areas, conflicts in
the Asian region have declined slightly since 1992 and are inErnecine,
involving rction by arrred elenrents of a society against its
governrrrent. Most are about teritory, usually the daims of minorities
to secnssion or autonomy, rather than conflict between stabs.

Significant Eritorhl dispubs with the potentid for violence
exist in the region, however. Chinese clairrs b sovereignty over
Taiwan have rccently denprutrabd one of the npst fundamental of
these. The gituation on the Korean peninsula has beconrc even rnone
unstable following the change in leadership in North Korea and that
country's poor economic performarrce. Military posturirqg has ocrurred
over poss€ssion of various parts of the Spratly Islands, which are
clairred in total or in part by six nations. And the Diaoyu Islands in the
East China Sea are contested by China/Hong l(ong, |apan, and
Taiwan; the death by drowning of a Hong Kong national occurred
rccently during a proEst tlrere.

Agairut this background there are sonE specific bilabral and
multilabral strategic relations between Australie ard countrhg in the
region. Few rccent events are of equal or grtaEr potential
for Australia and the region than the Ausbalian lndorresian security
agreernent. In the past, Australia's security arangenrents have focused

SIPN Yarlm*,7995: Atttrrltttcnts, Disrltrtlrlnant oul Intrrll,stinul fu1illity (Oxfcd
Univer$ty he fa SIPRI, Oxfor4 195).
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on the mutual security pact between Australia, New Zealand and the
United States (ANzuS), the South East Asian Treaty Organisation
(SEATO) and the Five Power Defence Arrangements 

-(FpD-A). 
These

have generally served Australia and the'egion well. But not one of
these_ agreerrents includes Indonesia. Indeed, to the con[ary, they
could be seen at different tirrcs to be against tndonesia.

signrng of the Australian-lndonesian agreement
formalises a sigrrificant change in Australia's outlook on this iegion. In
many rTpects it acknowledges changes in the relationship whiih have
occured in recent yearc. The close contact between Australian and
lndonesian forces, the personal friendships between respective senior
defence staff and the dose personal links at a pouiicat level all
contributed to its creation and will be strengthened by it.

Equally br lndonesia it nrarks a new approach. It is the first
security agreement Indonesia has conduded with another nation. It
hoJds significance for the two'nations and for the region. It is clearly an

5lnowledgment that the strategic interests of one party may 
-well

influence those of the ottrer and, importantly, the region.-Article 1 of
the agreement makes this latter point directly by encouraging 'co-
operation as would benefit their own security and that of the region'.3

The dear implications of the agreement were also drawn out
by the then Prime MinisEr of Ausbalia, paul Keating, when he said 'it
is not simply about external threats, it is about the whole environment
of the region'.{

An interesting recent developrrnnt is the desire of the united
5Tg99- b play an !9re1sed role in regional security rnatters. During
his visit to Australia, uK Defence Minister, Michaer portillo, erpressed
a desire for closer and greater links with the region's s€curity iorums.
He also announced uK plans to conbibute one of its largest naval
contingents for many years to an upcoming FPDA ereriise.S The
extent to which this signals a fresh foreign policy or strategic outlook

4

5

lh:,*l of the.agreeurent lg prinbd aB an alTrendix in Bob Lorvry, Austmtb_

*9t: \N-Cmpcntkn: Fq &;ttt' or-Wor?, Working f":per N":ff
!SJ?!ee" and Defcnce studleg c-€ntre, Atutrrlien Netirrrel univ-etdtf, canberra,
19%).

Itgoipt_{q* hime Minist€r,ttre Hon. P.J. Keating Mp, intenrierrv with Kerry
O'Brien, ABC TV 73) Report', 14 Deemb€r 1995, p.l.
As reported by lan McPhedran , Qtbrm fiacs, tO-Septenrb€r 19116.
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by the United Kingdom, as distirrct from an irdustrydriven rnarlceting
drive,will no doubtbe the subiectof rrutiny in the region

Ausbalia's longest standing and dosest regional parher is of
course New Zealarul. There are few if any other two mighbouring
countries whooe histories, cultures, societies, military traditions and
strategic imperatives so dosely rnatdr. This closeness both compels us
together ard keepc us apart The nature of this bifter-sweef
relationship is epitomised on the sports field. The only thing nrcre
arousing to Australian sports fans than a Wallabies/All Blacks ganc is
a Queenslard/New South Wales StaE of Origin rnatclu This ie not iust
a'macho rnale thing'either. The nrost watched ganre of netball ever
was the World Championship final rnatch between Australia ard New
Zedard a couple of years ago. It is this sort of long-term rivdry that
only close ard genuine friends can have.

It is thercforc litth worder that the Clos€r Defence Relations
(CDR) agre€fiEnt between the truo counEies has developed. CDR has
forrnalised rnany of the developnrents which have evolved betrreen
the two defence forces. It has facilitated a etructurc for agreed cost-
sharing arangernents for pint activities. It is also fostening the
developnrent of a cornplementary force structur€. However there is
mudr nrore that can be dorn.

Earlier this year, when addressing the New Zealard Strategic
Environrnent Confercnce, the New 7*alard Secretary of Defence,
C,erald Hensley, said: 'lf France ard C-errnany can @in to
conHnplab pint forces ... tten Australia ard New Zealand must ask
thems€lveo whether the sann pressureo will orre b bear herc'.6 The
question that struck nn is not only whether the sarE preesures will
corre to bear here, but rather, why have we not akeady moved further
in that direction?

There should be scope to exbnd beyond complernentarity to
pint operatioru, to integrated units. As the New Zealarud Secretary of
Defence stated:

We rnay be very conscious of our differcnces in outlook ard
acrents, but the rcst of the world finds it dmost impossible to

5 'CDR, Tlre Way Aheed, speedr by the Secretery of De{era, C'erald Henslen to the
New Zealud Surtegic Ervircrment Gonference, Trcnthilt 15 April 196.
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distinguish between us ... The fact that we will have a stronger
voice in prornoting our security if we work together than if we
stand apart will more than anything else enforce increasing co-
operation over time.7

Together with New Zealartd., Austalia should continue to press the
boundaries of doser and effective defence relations. It is wholly
appropriaE that New Zealand seeks to play a rnore significant role in
the region's defence.I would encourage it to do so.

Over the last decade, the Aushalian governrnent has
developed doser bilabral defence relations in the regiory to both
mutual and regional benefit. WitNn the region Australia is uniquely
able to provide a range of worlddass training facilities, certainly for
air and land operations. The arrangement for the Singapore Air Force
and Army to use specific training areas rwry well present a model
which would be appropriate for other regional partners.

Similarly, whilst the interoperability of AusEalian and New
Zealand forces is nrost often applied within the regiorg the potential
for closer integration with other regional forces is greatly assisted by
the various irint exercises and staff training progranunes which are
increasingly undertaken. Poqsible acquisitions in the future, such as a
cornmon offshore patrol vessel by Australia arxl Malaysia, invite doser
cooperation in both defence and economic activities. These types of
engagement provide dose links between Australia and rnany of its
neighbours at organisational and personal levels. They contribute
directly to the security of recipients through highnuality training and
the provision of equipment.

Without doubt, tlre npst significant force for stability in the
Asia-Pacific region rernains the United States'pr€senae. C-orrcerns held
by many that the end of the C-old War might see the United States
effectively withdraw from Southeast Asia would rpw seem to be
allayed. Certainly, repeated staternents by the Clinton administration
have reinforced the view that the Arnerica is here to stay.

President Clinton's recent willingness to commit two naval
aircraft groups dramatically to Chinese/Taiwanese waters sent a clear
and welcorrre signal of America's continuing interest in this part of the

7 iua-
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world. That he would do this in an election year demorubates the
importancE which his administration attadres to the regiory and
possibly his assessment that the American people are not as
isolationist as sonre of their right-wing activists would have us believe.
Similarly, the recent reaffirrnation of the Arnerican-Japanee security
agreement portends a continued US role in Asia's strategic future.

As was dearly spelt out nshategicFriairto 19938 artt Defading
Australia, Defence WhiE Paper 1994,9 Australia's treaty relationship
with the United States remains a key element of its policy and will
continue to be so in the foreseeable future. It is difficult to imagine
Australia's defence and strategic relationships with the United States
being any stronger. Within the region Australia has developed a very
close relationship with the US Pacific C-ommand Headquarters. This
has induded developing the capability to augment each other's
headquarters for combined operations.

Whilst Australia's bilateral strategic arrangenrents are
fundarrental to the nation's future and the region's stability, fresh
multilateral approactres to the more complex post{old War world are
necessary. The increasing prosperity of the region is quite
understandably producing a rise in defence spending. The most recent
survey of defence spending by the Intemational Institute for Strategic
Shrdies (USS) found that spending on military equipment in East and
Southeast Asia is still increasing, although there are irdications that
the rate of growth has begun to slow in 196.10 A surplus of
sophisticated weapons systems in the northern hemisphere is at the
same time providing a source of cheap high-technology acquisitions.

For all of the reasons advanced by Paul Dibb in his Adelphi
Paper, Toumrils a Nant Balance of Pouter in Asia,Tr we .ue facing in the
next 15 to 20 years the likely prospect of a multipolar power balance in
this region with the United States, fapan, China, Russia arul lndia the
mapr powe$. This will be new brritory for all countries - not least
the United States, which has for much of this c€ntu4f enpyed a
position as one of the two great powers and arguably the preeminent
world power of the post-First World War years. In some respects,

(Deparuut of Defence, Canberre, 1993).
(Australian Covernment Ptrblidring Service, Canberra, 194).
Tlu Militery kbntt 7996197 (Oxford University Press for USS, O{or4 196).
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middle'ranking powers will be better placed b cope with a multipolar
power grouping, having often been forced by a lack of military
'muscle' to negotiate, persuade and cajole across a wide range of
interests.

There are vehides today which could contribute to the goal of
multilateral economic and strategic security. APECs regional
commitrrrent b free trade by 2020 will promote closer links and
interdeperdenoe imDngst nations in the region APEC dso has a wider
application. This point was rnade by then Prime Minister Paul Keating
to the Committee for the Economic Development of Australia (CEDA)
in September 1995, when he said that:

... a view of APEC which only pays attention to its economic
dirrrensions is incromplete. Because dthough it is an economic
and trade body, and in my view should remain so, it also has
very significant political and strategic consequences for
Australia and our region.l2

The ASEAI{ Regional Forum (ARF) provides a unique
opportunity for discussion of comnrcn security interests. It is unique in
the diversity of its nrembership. This is both a benefit arvC a limitation.

All of ttrese initiatives can fairly be dairned as addevements of
previous Labor goverrunents. In no small rrreasure they are tle result
of the drive and vision of the forrner Prirne Minister, Paul Keating,
fornrer Minister for Foreign Affairs, Gareth Evans, and forrner Defence
Ministers, Robert Ray and Kim Beazley.

Ttre developrnent of these processes will be evolutionary. And
there is nothing wrong with that. In fact, it is precisely what is
required. The careful rnaturation of these forums facilitates the trust-
building nEasures nec€ssary to produce sustainable ard genuine
partrrerships. The Evaru/Dibb approach to trust building is still very
much a part of Labor's outlmk on regional securitynetworks.

Although less advanced than APEC and the ARF, the fornrer
goverrunent's proposals on an Irxlian Ocean regional cooperation

11

t2
Adelptri Paper No295 (Oxford University Press for 1156, Oxfor4 1995).
Speech by the Hon. Paul Keating MP, hime Minister of Australia, 'APEC - The
Outlook for Oeakr', to the CEDA Confermce on APEC and AwEalian Business,
Sydney, 26 Sepeurb€r f 995.
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forum provide similar long-term opportunities in a part of Australia's
region likely to increase in importance. One thing is clear though, the
creativity, energy, dialogue and engagenrent with the region" which
labor so keenly pursued, needs to be maintained if Australia is to play
a constructive role as a middle-ranking power with concern for its
neighbours and its own long-term interests.

Sirrce its election to office, the Howard government has not
only failed to build on tlrese strong foundations, it has muddied the
defence and diplorrutic waters. Regional neighbours and others with
whom Australia has defence aurangements have been closely watching
the new govemment's pronouncements. The signals being sent have
produced a gmd deal of confusion, at home and abroad.

Reactions to the fuly 19% Australian/American Ministerial
Meetings (AUSMIN illustrates the point. The problem is not so much
with what was agreed to at the AUSMIN talks, because the irint
military exercises which wer€ announced are i" keepins with the
anangements whidr have been in place for rnany years. Ratlrer, the
domestic and foreign conc€rns stem from the abeence of an articulated
government defence policy which outlines the need for such exercises.
Without a dearly enunciated policy, understood at honre and abroad,
these initiatives run the risk of raising rnore questions than they
answer. This is particularly so given that they follow on from careless
and illdefined government statenrenb hinting at forward deployment
of forces.

Comments by the Defence Minister, Ian Mclachlan, that
'Australia's defence does not begin at its coast-line'l3 are interpreted,
not surprisingly, as the C-anbmaTima reported, as 'a shift in ddence
policy away from simply defending Aushalia's shores to a more
aggressive prolection of power in the region'.l4 The AUSMIN
communiqu€'s statement that 'Both sides agree to explore ways to
enhance... deployments in the Asia Pacific ...'15 reinforces this view.It
also begs the question, to which Asia-Pacific nation does the
goverrunent anticipate making a pint deployment?

lneech to the conferene on The Nler,v Security Agenda in the Ada-pacific Regron,
3 May 196, reproduced in thig volume
Ian McPhedran, Cerr}rrra Thna, 4 May 19D6.
Austrrlia-United States Minbtedal Consultations: foint Communiqt1, 27 lriy
19B6.
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Put simply, is Ausbalia replacing the notion of defence self-
reliance and engagerrnnt with its region with a policy wherc it seeks to
project force far from Australia's shores? Is it returning to a deferrce
strategy which is based upon an increased reliance on the United
SAtes and is morc insulated from the country's neighbours?

At the same time, the unfortunate blundering of Foreign
Minister Downer on the soft loans schenre, DIFF, has fuelled questions
in the region about the Howard governrrrcnt's real commitrnent to
nations in the region.

All of tlrese worries are now being fanned by the damaging
debate on Asian immigration. Whilst Australia's ddence relations
with its rrcighbours rernain tnsically healthy, it would be naive to
believe that anti-Asian views being expressed in the national press and
raised in Parliarnent do not have an affect on a wide range of activities
conducted between Australia and regional countries.

Although it would be unthinkable that foreign arxl deferrce
policy could leap back to the future' of the 19@s ard 1970s, this does
seem to have some appeal to Foreign Minister Downer. In )anuary
1996 h€ told a Young Liberal conference that:

It was through our dose linlc with th€ Ut UK and France that
we were able b exercise more inlluence over the destiny of
South East Asia between 30 and 40 years ago than we do
today.l5

Even in Australia's rnost important relationship, that with the
United States, ad hoc staternenb by senior ministers have introduced
confusion. The sequence of events leading up to the fuly 1996
AUSMIN talks illustrates the point.

During Alexander Downer's first visit to Washington as
Foreign Minister on 8 June 1996 h€ publicly announced that Liberal
policy in support of US prepositioning of military equipment was an
issue he would raise with US officials. Irdeed, three days later he
annourrced that prepositioning had been discussed in his meetings
with senior US officials. The fact that this announcernent was both

15 As quoted in Gareth Evaru'speech, '[abor's Foreign Policy', Rotary International
World Understanding Month Dinner, Noble ParN 15 February 19%.
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prernature and wrong becanu evident to all when Defence Minister
Mclachlan arrived in Washington only two weeks laEr.

Prior to his nneting with Mclachlan, US Defense Secrctary
Perry was asked by the nredia about prepositioning of equiprnent in
Australia. Ftre nrade it clear this wae not even on the agenda: '\A/e're not
planning b discuss that. It's not a matter of pressing consideration' he
said at the ftne.l7

Even the pint rnapr military exercise, Tardem Thmst, agreed
to at the fuly 196 AUSMIN talks, has been prorrnted in a Policy
vacuum. What, for example, is the likely theatre of operation in whidt
we anticipate fighting with a force of nN troopa? That i8 not to say
that there are not muhral benefits arisrng from Tandem Thrust.
However, in its hasb, the present government has ignored Australia's
strategic arul operational deferrce rcquirements.

Yet another example of premahue pronouncenrents canre
when Defence Minister Mclachlan raised the idea of a US naval base
in the Northern Teritory.ta Whilst nothing has conre of that, it surely
promotes rnore questions than it answers.

Over the last decade Australia has developed hisbrically
close and productive relationships with its regional neigttbours. At the
sanc tinre, its ties with America, particularly in defence, have
strengtherred. The former US Joint Chief of Staff, Gerreral Colin Powell,
has commented thah 'We had to find reasons iust to get together. I
mean the relationship has been so strong ...'.19

The Austsalian-Us dlianc€ is the cprnerctorre of Austsdia's
defence policy. The Labor govemment accorded it top priority ard it is
appropriaE that the new goverrurrcnt does also. However, it n€eds to
be set in a policy frarrework For the l,ast decade, this frarrnrvork was
provided by fornrer Foreign Minister Evans and forrrs Defence
Minisbrs Beazl€y and Ray. Australia's deferrce self-rcliance in the

Trms<rlpt of ABC R.dro AI{ Fogr.mne,26Jurc 1996,'Propcel to hepodtlon
Unitcd Stat€ Milit ry Equip'ment in Australir', t€pctert Ellen Frnniry and Paer
Cave, speat€rs William Perry, US Secretary of Defcn* ild th€ Hqr. Ian
McL.chhn MP, Minietc fa Defenae.
Sundey'ptognrnne, Channd 9 TV, 9 fune 1996.
Rcported by the Hon. G.F. Pundr MP, Henrrld (Hou* of Repreoentative), 17
Octobet l9.5,p.2AL
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context of its treaties with the region and the UniFd States was
understood at home and abroad. Sadly, the clarity of direction
provided by Evans, Beazley and Ray has been lost. Both at horrre and
abroad questions .ue now asked about the Howard government's
intentions.

The fact is, in the absence of a clearly enunciated and
understood defence pollcy, no one quite knows the new governncnfs
intentions at the rnornent. We have defence decisions without an
articulated strategic assessnEnt. That is h-dly tlre recipe for a

sucressful foreign and defence pollcy.

Ttre government has effectively torn up two Defence WhiE
Papers ard replaced them with defence Pollcy by press release. A dear
pohcy francwork is required. As a rnatter of priority, the Howard
government needs either to publicly endorse the former government's
Defence White Paper or to produce a new one.

The bilateral and multilateral arrangenrenb the previous
governnrent set in place provide a strong foundation for future
governnrent policy. Australias standing with its baditional allies is
high. Its place in the region and the respect in which it is held give
Australia the opportunity to play a constmctive role in regional
s€curity and prosperity. As we approach the new millennium,
Australia is well plad to minimise the threats it faces and to tum the
challenges into opportunities for both itsef and the region.





CHAPTER 4

SECURITY THROUGH COOPERATION

Alexander Downer

Introduction
The Asia-Pacific region is Australia's place. It is the area

wherc we make ard establish many of our international friendships.
And it is where we must build the secune, safe environrnent which is a
prerequisite for the prosperity and quality of life we seek for all
Australians.

When tlre Australian government says that closer engagem€nt
with Asia is its highest foreign poltcy priorit/, it means that this
country is unequivocally committed to the region arxl is committed to
finding its prosperity and security here,'right where we belong'.

Australia finds and builds its futur,e prosperity by developing
its export rnarkets and so creating pbs for Australians and long-term
ecronomic security for their children.

Australia strives to guarantee security in the Asia-Pacific
region by cenrenting its friendships with other nations and works to
creaE a stable and secure environment where this country and each
country of the region can similarly flourish and be at peace.
Principally Australia does so by contributing to the security of the
region through oroperation. This is clearly critical to Aushalia's long-
term national security.

Australia will not be fully secure - it will not be free from the
threat of military conflict, nor fiom other non-military threats to its
physical security - if the region experiences turmoil or conflict.

Australia, therefore, needs to take a long-term view of security
and maintaining stability in the Asia-Pacific. The country must be
hard-headed about ib security environment and about the influence
Australia can bring to bear on regional developrrrents, and realistic
about the role Australia should play in the region.
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I want b outline briefly ttrc key elenrents of Australia's foreign
poliry approach to regional security. Fimt, with refer,ence b cunent
developnrents in the Asia-Pacific region and second, by outlining the
new Australian goverrunent's plans to enhance pgional security
cooperation.

The Asia-Pacific Seouity Landscape

The first point to be made about the present security
envircnnrent in the Asia-Pacific is perhaps the most obvious: the Asia-
Pacific region is in the proc€ss of profound transformation This is in
part the result of the end of the Cold War. It is also a by-product of the
drarnatic incr€as€ in regional economic interaction over the past ten to
fifteen years, ard the sustained high rates of economic growth
rccorded by so rnany regional countries.

These rapid eonomic changes are worth dwelling oru Asian
countries have compressed into 50 years the Irdustrial Revolution
which the West took 2m years to complete. On average Asian
economies grew 6 per cent last year, compard to 28 per c€nt in
Western Europe ard2.7 per cent in the United States.

By the year 2fr20, if growth continues near its recent pac€,
China will have the world's largest economy with |apan, India,
Indonesia, South l(orea and Thailant in the top En. This has led to
vast changes within tlrese societies, ard will continue to & so, which
heralds even further economic and social developrnent. The World
Bank estimates that per capita incomes in East Asia nearly quadrupled
over tlrc last 25 years despite growing populations.

Together, these vast changes in the region have profound
implications for its security.

Implications of thc End of the Cold War
Tlre cessation of the Cold War marlsed the erud of the post-

Secord World War security architecture, which was charrcbrised by
overarching ard global competition between the United Stabs and the
Soviet Union Its passing has, inevitably, generaed a range of new
security challenges.
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First, there are rx)w rrnre rnapr players in the region. |apan,
China, Korea, lndonesia, arul irrcreasingly India, are all gro*rng
powers ard a mair aons€quence of this is that all countries in the
region must now work very carefully through the implications of rnore
complex security relationships. US involverrent in the region remains
the single most important factor in regional strategic planning and, of
course, is crucial to the region's stability. The U$fapanese relationship
is dearly the npst important single bilateral linkage in the regiory but
other relationships are now rightly receiving increased analytical
attention.

Second, within the region there are a number of unresolved
issues which have the potential to develop into disputes affecting
national and/or subregional security. These quarels are to be found
both within states and between states. The primary issues of concern
are well known: ongoing antagonism between the Republic of Korea
and the Democratic People's Republic of Korea; competition in the
South China Sea; uneasiness between Chirn and Taiwan; and
continued instability in Cambodia. They require us to be both vigilant
and proactive in cpntributing to their resolution.

Third, a range of non-milita4y challenges to Australia's
physical security have also conre to prominence in recent ye.us: threats
to the environrnent, tlre international narcotics trade, transnational
epidemics and unregulated population rnovements are examplee of
the sorts of issues that require global ard regional cooperative
solutions.

Economic Dynamism and Security Relations
The region's economic transformation has also had a

significant impact on regional security relations. The relatioruhips
between economic growth, economic interdependence and security are
extremely complex arul, in the case of the Asia-Pacific, the full
implicatioru of economic development and economic interaction for
regional stability have yet to unfold.

Over the past two decades, intra-regional trade has grown
drarnatically. Countries in the Asia-Pacific ar€ now much more
economically interdependent arvC consequently familiar with each
other. This increase in trade has brought people together from a wide
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range of regional countries and increased the extent to which regional
governnents perceive conunon goals. I believe incr€ased economic
interaction has significantly helped to reduce the potential for conflict
in the Asia-Pacific.

Yet growth and interaction bring other challenges. Over the
longer term, economic development will lead O shifts in relative
power and is likely to have an impact on the pattern of regional
security reLations. Economic developrrrent is already giving Asia-
Pacific governments the rneans to acquire grcater defensive capacities
than in the past. These factors have the potential, if appropriate steps
are not taken, b destabilise existing s€curity pattems, heighten
tensions and reduce s€curity throughout the region.

A k€y challenge raised by economic growth and inEraction is
the possibility of a scarcity of resources. The region's rapid economic
grolvth, coupled with the relatively low resource bases of sorne
regional countries, gives rise to the possibility that over tinre countries
will foresee difficulties in obtaining sufficient resourcts to support
continued high rates of growth. Ongoing acoess by the East Asian
growth economies to energy and other resources will therefore be
central to the rnaintenance of regional stability.

Ttre solution is straightforward. tt is the continued
development of free and open trading and investrnent arrangements at
both global and regional levels, together with creative, cooperative
measures for the pint development of resources.

A fhal point that should be rnade here is that regional stability
is essential to the rnaintenance of the region's economic growth.

While the region's security landscape is urdergoing t aF
change and facing new drallenges, there is also a range of forces
helping to enhance regional s€curity cooperation. These promising
developments indude the global trend towards regionalism as a forc€
for stability, the positive impact of technological advances, especially
in communications, and the errrcrgrng sense of shared interest in the
region's future that is increasingly evident throughout the Asia-Pacific.

These factols lend support to and make more promising the
prospects for regional cooperation in this period of transformation.
They are tools that Austsalia must utilise in contributing to the
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r''esolution of outstanding issues and to the developrrcnt of cooperative
regional secrdty arrangements.

Australian Obiectivee

In the slwrt to rueilium tqm,tle primary obpctive of Australia's
regional s€curity policy will be to discourage the emergence of
stratqic confrontation in the Asia-Pacific region.

To this end, the Australian governmetrt will be working to
help bring regional countries closer to each other, by contributing to
the building of constructive security arrangements in the region.
Shengthening the web of Australia's bilateral security links will rnake
a positive contribution to discouraging regional strategic competition.

In the longa tam, Australia must aim to build a regional
environment which is characterised by both resource security and the
development of a culture of tnrst and consultation.

Ttre question, of cour€€, is how to do this. I have already
suggested that the prospects for ensuring the region s long-term
resource security will best be enhanced by continued liberalisation of
trade and investrnent and other forms of regional cooperation.
Australia must be an active anrC positive contributor to these efforts.

With this in mind, Aushalia will approach building up
regional security in three distinct ways.

C ountry -to-C ountry Secttity Lh*c
ln the first instance, the governrnent will be looking to

strengthen the web of tiee that Australia has within its immediate
region.

Australia's regional defence links are already strong. Australia
is a party to ANZUS. It is party to the Five Power Defence
Arrangernents with Malaysia and Singapore, the Unitd Kingdom and
NewZealand.

Defence rclations with New Zealard are long-standing and of
ongoing importance and the government will develop the full
potential of the Closer Deferrce Relations (CDR) agreernent.
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The foint Declaration of Principles with Papua New Guinea
enshrines basic principles for the maintenance and sbengthening of
our deferrce relations with that country. I want b reaffirm the
goverrunent's commitrnent to the Ioint Declaration of Principles and to
make particuLar refererre to Australia's shared history ard fiendship
wi0r the govenunent and people of Papua New Guinea.

And of oourse, the Agreement on Maintaining Security which
was signed late last year has enhanced significantly Australia's
s€curity ties with Indonesia.

These arrangernents together provide a solid foundation for
security links between Australia and Southeast Asia and the
Australian government will be working further to build on that
foundation.

In connection with the Australian-Indonesian security
relationship I should note in passing that during my first official visit
to fakarta in April l9%, | rcaffirmed the Australian govemment's
support for the new security agreement. The signing of that
agreernent was a logical development of the closer ccoperation that
has been built with Indonesia in the security field over a number of
ye.us. I indicated to the Indonesian governrent that the new
Australian government wanted to develop the security relationship
not iust in terms of defence cooperation but in terms of a dialogue
about regional security issues more broadly. I might also note that, in
our talks, President Soeharto spok.e in very dear terms about Indonesia
and Australia sharing a destiny in the region.

We must also maintain ard strengthen close links with
Singapore, Malaysia, traitarue, the Philippines and Brunei.
Constmctive interaction between the Australian Defence Force and the
defence forces of key crcuntries in Australia's imrnediate strategic
environment will represent an important contribution b confidence
building in the region Strengthened bilateral security dialogue with
North Asian countries will also be a priority for the new government.

Beyond their own intrinsic value, a Ley aim of developing the
web of security links I have described here is to strengthen regional
security cooperation in a way that does not open up regional divisions
or inviE strategic competition
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The Uniteil States'Inuolaement in Regional Secuity
A second strand of the government's approach to regional

security will be to ensure a continued, strong US presence within the
East Asian region. It is critical that Australia pays proper hmd to the
role of the United States in the maintenarrce of regional security.

Australia must, in particular, give due weight to the
importance of the U9|apanese security alliance. This alliance locks the
United States firmly into the region. It is fundanrental to the security
and prosperity of the Asia-Pacific region.

May I say, on this point, that the Australian government
welcomes wholeheartedly the recent reaffirmation by President
Clinton and Prime Minister Hashimoto of the strong security
relationship between the United States and Japan. Their |oint
Declaration on Security demonstrates the vitality of the alliarrce as a
continuing force for rcgional stability and was welcomed by the
Australian Prirne Minister, ]ohn Howard, who has writhn to both
President Clinton and Prirrn Minister Flashirnoto expressing these
views.

I should also add in passing that the Australian government
welcomes the positive signals ernanating from high-level meetings
such as that betr.r'een Prime Minister Flashimoto and President Yeltsin
in Moscow prior to the recent Nuclear Safety SummiL

The central role that is played by the United States in Asia-
Pacific aecurity is also dernonstrated by th. responsibility it has taken
in maintaining security on the Korean penirsula. The United States'
preserrce in tle Republic of Korea has been absolutely crucial to the
latter's peaceful development over the past forty years.

In respect of recent developments on the Korean peninsula,
the Australian government fully supports the United States' call for
four-party talks between the United States, the Republic of Korea,
China and the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. It is a welcome
and realistic option that is worth pursuing if a lasting peace for the two
Koreas is to be found.

Of counse, the United SAtes also has security treaties with
Thailan4 the Philippines and Australia, which treighteru the United
States' role in the Asia-Pacific as the region's anchor of stability.
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Re gi on d Seattity D i aI o gue

The third strand of the governnnnfs approach to regional
security cooperation is regional dialogue and the role of regional
institutions.

The ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) is, at present, proving to
be th€ most comprehensive framework for regional security dialogue.
The governrnent strongly supports the strengthening of tlre Anf in
practical ways. It assists regional countries to get into the habit of
dialogue and cooperation on defence and security issues. The ARF
helps to build trust, a sense of shared interesb and a sense of shared
responsibilig, ard the governnrent believes these are essential for
shaping the region's long-Erm security future.

_ Although the ARF is still in its infancy, it is begiruring to
produce concFete results. The annual Anf meeUng is it present
prirnarily a dialogue pncc€sA in which Foreign Ministers exchange
views on strategic and security issues of importance b the region. But
consensus is now begfuuring to develop arnongst rrrember+tates that
the ARF should nnve to implement a number of agreed cooperative
measures, so that the body can start rnaking a practical contribution to
the region's peace and stability.

We should not forget, however, that the East Asia/pacific
region 

-tns 
no prior history of cmperative security groupings. Ttre

region has its own peculiar hisbry and dynamics, and wl stroUa Ue
wary of hansposing the structures and the of security
cooperation utilised to urucerstand and develop security groupings in
gtlyr ryrts of the world. The ARF is, in short, a uniqui ana deagling
body that will develop in its own wayand in its own tirrc.

It is not the Ausbalian governrnent's intention that ttre ARF
beqrme a collective deferrce iurangernent such as NATO. Indeed there
is little inclination among any of the ARFs nrember-states for this tohapF.. The ARF wrll, however, be increasingly valuable if it
"glgl"o lo-insUt greater confidence and transparency in the security
thinking of all member-states.

Specifically, the ARF should continue to develop regional

{idggg" on issues such as defence planning and acquisition, and
should take forward the agenda for developing preventive diplomacy
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in the region. This, in time, may lead to it beolming a body whidr can
negotiate the resolution of disputes through agreed mechanisms.

Cooperutioe Medtanisms in tlp Region

I referred earlier to the economic path of trade liberalisation
and greater interdependence as the key way in which the potential
problem of scarcity could be dealt with. In this context, economic
regional institutions have their role to play in dealing with the issue of
resource scarcity and so effectively building greater security in the
region.

Ttre Austalian government is, of course, deeply committed to
the development of the Asia-Pacific Economic C-mperation (APEC)
forum as tfrc region's preeminent institution for economic
cooperation. Australia will also continue to pursue as a matter of
priority the implerrrentation of the system of intemational trading rules
developed by the World Trade Organisation.

In addition, the govemment will be proactive in seeking to
contribute to creative endeavours to develop pintly scaroe resources.
Australia has, for example, over a number of years been involved in
the work of the Mekong River Commission and its predecessor, the
interim Mekong Committee, which is seeking to ensure sustainable
and equitable developnrent of the Mekong Basin's resources for all of
the countries in the region. This sort of cmperative effort is an
example of the ways in which the region can best tackle issues
pertaining to ongoing resource security over tlre long term.

The other component of the goverrurent's longer term
obiectives, developing mutual trust and respect throughout the regiory
will be best realised if countries in the region consult regularly and are
able to speak frankly about their security concerns. Achieving this
objective also requires the Australian government to work towards the
development of doser bilateral ties in the region in addition to
contributing actively to region-wide security and economic dialogues.

Regional dialogue will also be increasingly important as a
means of working through other non-military threats to regional
security. A key concern, for example, is ensuring environrnental
security throughout the region. Other issues, such as human rights,
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transnational health issues and inernational crirne are also the subiect
of region-wide discussiors. These issues rcquire attention and pint
action by regional countries.

Global Seouity Challenges
Although this paper is concerned with the enhancement of

regional security, this region is as rmlnerable to global security
challenges as any other.

Nudear proliferation and the attainrnent of nudear weaporc
by rogue states or political movernents rnay in time constitute the
greatest threat to Austrdian ard global security. The Australian
goverrunent is completely opposed to continued nuclear testing, and
remairu fundanenAlly cpmmitted to the terms of the Nuclear Non-
Proliferation Treaty. Australia will continue b lead the way in driving
forward negotiations for crcmpletion of ttrc Compreheruive Test Ban
Treaty, and the Government will pronnte an Australian text for that
treaty. I remain confident that there will be genuine progress towards
a successful conclusion of the treaty and a perrnanent ban on all
nuclear tresting in the near future.

The government will also take all possible sEp6 to prevent the
transfer of nudear weaporul technology and the nreans of their
delivery. Australia will also strongly oppose any action by existing
nuclear weapons stateE which undermines the Non-Proliferation
Treaty and which would therefore weaken incentives for threshold
countries to remain non-nuclear. In this conFxt, I was pleased to
announce the $A2 million crcmmitnrent which the new Australian
government has already rnade to the Korea Energy Development
Organisation (KEDO).

As evidence of its commiEnent, the Australian government
has already sponsored the second meeting of the Canberra
Commission and looks forward to receiving the Commission's report.

The Australian government will also work to achieve a ban on
the production of fissile maerials in addition to maintaining its
support for the elimination of nuclear wealx)ns, a position established
when the goverrunent of lohn C'orton signed tte Non-Froliferation
Treaty in 1970.
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The Australian govemment also recognises the problem posed
by the development and proliferation of chemical and biolbgical
weapons and remains committed to international attempts to profubit
the manufacture and use of such weapons.

The goverrrment also recognises that anti-personnel land-
mines continue to have a devastating and indiscriminate impact on
people_throughout the world. The Australian goverrunent iecently
made the historic announcement that Australia will support a global
ban_on the productiory stockpiling, use and transfer of anti-personnel
land-mines; and impose a unilateral suspension on the opera-tional use
of anti-personnel land-mines by the Australian Defence Force. It is
interesting that it took the new goverrunent less than six weeks to
achieve this breakthrough, whereas the previous governnent had been
unable to produce such an outcorne within thirteen years in office.

All of these developnrents are of corrcern b regional security
for two reasons. First, issues such as nuclear proliferation within
North Korea and the land-mines hagedy of Indochiru are problems
which disfurb Australia's own neighbourhood. second, the resolution
of certain global tensioru inevitably helps to create a less fractious and
more cooperative international security environment and, with it, a
more harmonious regional security environment. That is why in
addressing global problems, we are also helping to make Austrilia's
region secure.

Condusion

All of the above elernents of our approach to developing
regional security cooperation are mutually reinforcing and 

- 
thi

goverrunent will workon them simultaneously.

This multifaceted approactr, in which sbong bilateral relations
underpin effective multilateral regional dialogue, grows out of the
goverrunent's pragmatic approach to enhancing Australia's national
interests.

. -As 
the great British historian E.H. Carr noted in The Twenty

Yurs'Cnsrs:

... mature thought in international relatioru combines purpos€
with observation and analysis. SouruC political thought-and
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sound political life is found where both reality and utopia
have tlreir place.l

Australia and iC neighbours must make the npst of the
present relatively benign s€curity environnrnt to set in place stable
and enduring s€curity arangernents. Only then will be etablished the
best possible conditions for all the countries of the region to pursue
their other fundamental national interest - enharrcing national
prosperity.

ln short, regional security, as with the building up of any
relationship between friends, conEs through interaction, through trust
and through a long-term belief in the security of those resources which
are vital to continued developncnt. With it, Australias own security
is assured. This outcpnre of a seure region and, with it a secure
Australia will come about through the nreasures ained at building up
cmperation in the region whigh I have outlined.

E"tl Can, Tlu Twtrty tss' Crbis,7979-7939: An Inhtdrctim b tlu Study ol
hrtcttrr,tirnel Rtkriions (Macurillau Lsrdon,2nd edn f 94{i), p.10.



CHAPTER 5

AUSTITATIA.UNITED STATES RELATIONS

Kim C. Beadey

When I first became Defence Minister in late 1984 I was
pitchforked into one of those glitches in alliance relationships wNch
occur from time to time, then labelled the'MX crisis'. It was a useful
baptism of fire which at the end of the day confirrned several
important things for the government and Australia. Orre was that
George Schultz and Bob Hawke really were close friends. More
importantly, Australia's significance to the United States in strategic
terrns was enough to get us 'off the hmk' even at a time when the
United States was striving to bolster the Western alliance for continued
psychological, if rrct physical, confrontation with the'Evil Empire'.

What a difference a decade rnakes. Of course, what had not
occured by early 19&5 was the collapse of the Soviet Union and that
plethora of local and international issues and crises ranging from the
coup in Fiii, the settlement of Cambodia, the Gulf War, the more or less
peaceful rcvolution in South Africa and the emergenc€ of maior threats
of nuclear proliferation - all of which have involved Australia to a
greater or lesser extent.

And what was barely foreseen was the comprehensive shift in
the global economic cenhe of gravity to the Asia-Pacific regior; and in
particular the spectacular economic performanca of Asian economies
so important to both Australia and the United States, including lapan,
China, South Kor€a, Taiwan and Indonesia.

Perhaps at the c€ntre of these individual changes lies the
reality of an era of alnrost continuous change. The static C-old War
stand-off has been replaced by highly fluid international strategic
circumstancas in which all players, but especially the United States,
must have a dear sense of purpose and propriety.

Such furdamental shifb in the global distribution and
application of power call for continued refurbishncnt of that
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extraordinary SGyear elliancs whidr has been so c€ntral to Austrdia's
national security concerns in that tirne.

Security issues have achieved such a low profile in
contempora{F relations between the United StaEs and ourselves, we
have to make deliberate efforts to get them drawn into the spotlight. I
was staggered therefore to look at some of the obiective measures of
cmperative activity and find that they have increased dramatically
since the end of the Cold War. For example, the number of visits by
two-star and above officials in 1995 was six tirneE that of the l,ast year
of the Fraser governrnent in 1982 - 48 against 8. The number of
exercises coruiucted with the United States arxd the number of service
personnel and aircraft involved has increased by about one-third.
Ausbalian/US exercise planning in recent years indicates that the
standard of exercising has been raised from the previously tactical
operational level to include a greater strategic focus.

Two further developments enhance the ability of Australia
and the US military forces to exercise together. One is the move from a
thre to a four+xercise planning cyde better to align with the US
Comrnander-in€rief, Pacific Area (CINCPAC)'s cycle ard the other is
the redrafting of the 1978 AI{ZUS Planning Manual (APU. The new
APU derive from existing strategic guidance to detailed concepts of
operations fur use in exercise ard contingency planning. There are
sonre 250legal arrangernenb and agreenrents in place with the United
States which are specifically defence-related. The reasons for this
incrcase and ttre consequences are worth a little analysis laEr.

In order to crcmpretrend exactly what has changed, let us see
where we were prior to the collapse of the old central balance. United
States po[cy reflected the existence of a dearly defined, quantifiable
military threat. That provided an overwhelming focus for both
defence planning arvd alliance building. Anti-Soviet crcuntries sharcd
core value capable of overriding differences within the alliance and
among more broadly defimd frierrds.

It also provided a prism through which all relatiotuhipo could
be viewed - sometimes b the distortion of the real significance of those
relationships. Nowhere was this more evident than in the rprthern
Pacific region. Ttre Unitd States engaged China in dialogue and it
made allies out of Korea and |apan largely to assist in counterweighing
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its adversar;r, the Soviet Union. Of course this stmcture w.rs
producing other outcornes of less interest to tlre United States, but of
great interest to the participants. Through this process, China was
engaged in the international community economically and politically,
to the relief of the entirety of the Pacific region. Further, complex
issues of nuclearisation and forward military capabilities were kept off
the fapanese agenda. South Korea was secured and became an
important participant in burgmning Pacific prosperity.

Ttrcse outcorrcs, both global and regional, served Australia's
interests magnificently. The United States' intemationalist philosophy
suited us in nrany other ways as well. For example, it kept off our
agenda potentially difficult and expensive issues such as weapons of
rrass destructiory costly surveillance systems, large w.u stock
requirements arul a great deal of hardening and duplication issues
associated with arrned neutralism in other countries.

Iarge benefib flowed on the positive side in intelligence,
access to sophisticated weaponry sustaining a technological edge and
enhancement of Australia's own defence capabilities through regular
contact, via exercising and exchange, with the nrost effective military
force in the world. There was the detenent value of a parher who no
potential enemy of our country could assurne would not corne to our
aid. In addition we had tlre diplomatic value of being associated with
a power with whom the rpre non-aligned nations of our region might
from tirne to tirrc wish to use Australia as an interlocutor.

All this should not be idealised. Alliance relationships
inevitably produce disagreenrent as well as agreenrcnl This is
particularly so between unequal players, with one highly globally
focused, ard the other regionally. Shared opposition to Soviet
communism was not always so powerful as to completely override
differences, however minor, in values and approaches.

In the 1980s there were a number of incidents and debates that
saw Australia in disagreerrcnt with its US ally, but there was only one
core issue of dispute. Australia rightly asserted a need for defence
self-reliance at a tirne when, psychologically, the United States was
trying to stiffen its military allies. It was to our credit that we asserted
the benefits of self-reliance to the Americans, and to their credit that
they accepted our arguments. They did so because they accepted our
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fundarrcntal aruf unambiguous eupport for the Western alliance and
our rcadiness b tal<e bugh, and sometimes politically unpopular,
decisions to support that commitrnent.

This was the outcorre. Getting there was not plain sailing.
1986 was a seminal year in Australian/US relations. In part this was a
product of the ship visib dispute with New Zealand. By f986 the US
administration had largely given up hope that the issue could be
worked through; ANZUS relationships would have to be redrafted.
Unusually, therefore, Australia came into focus. The US mood was to
brace its allies in a way that had largely ceased in the 1970s.

Sonrething of that mood was captud in an artide written by
the US Deferse Secretary, C.rp"t Weinberger. He opened:

The Reagan Administration took office in 1981 committed to
rebuilding American military power. We are encouraged by
the results of the past four years. The Reagan defence
programme is having its intended effect on the Soviet Union.
The sequence of annual fuviet aggression agairut new targets
that began in the mid-1970s in Angola and culminated in the
invasion of Afghanistan in late 1979 has ceased.l

Central to this was the US administration's view that it was
Soviet perceptioru of US capabilities and inEntions that debrred war.
The obiective condition of mutual assured destruction (MAD) was not
of itself enough. An appeararrce of willingness on tlrc part of the
Unibd States to defend itself was an important influence on foviet
perceptions. Hence nuclear modernisation, the strategic defence
initiative (SDD and the capacity for sustained cpnventional warfare
were critical. United States leadership was assured, but the allies were
expected in an'all flags'exercise.

From the proud tower Australia's response appeared puzzling.
A 1985 invitation to participaE in SDI was politely turned aside.
Assistarrce with nudear nrodernisation in the form of lvD( testing was
also declined, having first been proffered by the Fraser government

1 C-"p"t Weinberger, US De{en* Strategy', Fonign Affeits,Yol.&, No.4, Spring
l*J6,p.675.
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then nrodified by the Flawke goverrurEnt. Then tlre Dibb Report2
based on contemporaly longstarding Australian strategic guidance,
appeared to euggest that mutual assured destruction made global
warfare unlikely, and maintained that conventional struggle and
limited conflict was also unlikely, and that Australia had its own fish
to fry in its own region.

What the report reflected was the culmination of more than a
decade's crcnsideration by Australia of Nixon's Guam doctrine on
allied self-help; three decades of realisation inside the Australian
bureaucracy that Australia's regional concerns were largely extran@us
to tlre central balance; arxl a decade only since the end of the Vietnam
War. So'off-the'rnap'had Australia become that little of the edstence
of this Australian train of thought and concern had been picked up
inside the Anrrican bureaucracy at senior levels.

Overlaying this was, inside the Ausbalian Labor Party (ALP),
the development of a strong defensive line on ANZUS, the pint
facilities, and the ship visits which portrayed the relationship as
contributing to a stable cenhal balance based on MAD arul prospects
for arms control, and conventionally asserting Australia's capacity for
self-reliance in the region. The ALP position was further reflected in
strong support for a South Pacific Nuclear-Free Zone (SPNFZ) and for
a comprehensive nuclear test ban.

For CINCPAC, a first port of call for all policy development on
the region in the Pentagon, a central rationale for the alliance's
eistence appeared challenged. If New Zealand's position was a
political worry, the Australian position might actually assume a
military concern. CINCPAC's corrcerns were echoed elsewhere in the
Pentagon and a vigorous exchange ensued. The 1986 rneeting of
ministers in San Francisco, which effectively restructured ANZUS
without the New Zealand leg, saw detailed errchanges on the questions
of Australian strategy and force structure. Gradually the view was got
across that the Dibb Report was a force structure document and not a
strategic docurrcnl The force structure would indude elements that
would s€rve purposes beyond the defence of Australia's approaches.

Rroiat of Atrstrdie's Defau Cepbilitics, Report to the Minister for Defmce by Mr
Paul Dibb, Mardr 1985 (Austsalian Covenrment Publishing Service, Canberra,
1985).
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The totality of Australia's reliationship with the United States would
lencl support to a commitnrnt in the White Paper to broad Westem
security interests.

These correnu and the nudear issues did not dominate the
Australian/US relationship for good r€asons.

First, they were not fundamental to the cnntral balance either
because they were distant from the centre or because Australia was not
so prominent a player that important Arnerican obpctives were
disrupted. On issues such as the fuviet presenae at Cam Ranh Bay or
the continued Anrerican presence at Subic Bay, which werc to some
degree connected to core American qDncems, we tendd to be at one.

Second, Australia's reserrrations on sonre nuclear issues were
accepted within the context of its overall commitsnent to the alliance.

Third, there was an extraordinary coincidence of senior
American decision rnakers with a detailed knowledge of military
sbabgic issues in Australia's region and affection for Ausbalia and
who had some Australians who were personal friends. Schultz, Bush
and Weinberger wene very mudr in this category. They were
confident in'second guessing'depa.rtnental advisers. They were also
quick studenb of all the elenrents of our material cooperation. The real
significance of the ilint facilities percolated around in the bowels of the
US bureaucracy. They had not feahrred in detailed dirussions in
regular senior exchanges. This ended in the 1980s as the Australian
goverrunent its€lf becarne fascinated with the detailed operation of the
stations and their possible value to Australia.

Senior officials becanp increasingly attuned b Australian
sensitivities as the government appeared to be preparcd to'hold the
ring' in debate on alliance issues in Australia. The Americans were
prepared to go out of their way to give assurances where a degree of
public ambiguity might have been useful in other US allied
relationships. The preparedness to deny joint facility involvement in
SDI was one such example. It had the value of accuracy but it also in a
minor way exposed tlrc US hand on the Fint facilities where less
clarity might have helped.

Fourth, Australia's position was different from that of most
close Ar€rican allies. Most were the beneficiaries of one of the most
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unselfish gestur€s in world history. The United States, whidr might
itself otherwise rernain s€cure in isolatiory took upon itself a

willingness to be devasted in a nuclear o<change in order to deter
attack on its frierds. They consumed US security. Australia did not.
There was not therefore the same haste among American officials to
see ingratitude in Australia's case.

Fifth, Aushalia did not seek to interfere outside its own Pakh.
It was not generally the source of irritating advice on the bombing of
Ubya, tactics on intemational terrorism, latin America, contemporary
problems in Europe, and so on.

Finally, the United States could see, when its gaze was drawn
down to it, that Australia had legitimate local interests; it was not
trying to wreck international security obligations but in its own way
was taking on commifinents in ttre region' The Five Power Defence
Arrangerrrents were iust one example.

Nevertheless the United States did test Australia ib White
Paper assertions that it was prepared to be, and capable of being,
involved beyond its area of immediate strategic conc€rn. The US

administration in the 1980s never failed to identify Australia as an
Indian Ocean state on the way to the Persian Gulf. Ttre Gulf has been
one area where the United States since the 1970s has identified a vital
strategic interest at least partially, and now wholly, distinct from
central balance issues.

Ttre incident on which Australia was tested rnight have

achieved rnore prominence among analysis of Australian/US relations
than it has thus far had it not been for its su@uent dwarfing by the
war with Iraq over Kuwait. That conllict in rnany ways reflected the
post{old War concern of the United States to obtain genuine burden
sharing from its allies. The incident I am referring to represented more
the Reagan administration's preparedness to do the lion's share of the
activity with others contributing political gestures.

In late 1987 Australia agreed to commit a mine
counterrrnasures team with the Royal Navy component of an allied
effort to escort shipping in the Gulf in the latter stages of the lran/Iraq
War. We volunteered in advance of a request, grven that Australian
ships were among the beneficiaries. Nevertheless it was made evident
that non-participation would be seen as a Pretty decisive turn away
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from shared interests, encouraging among some in the administration
a'worst case' interpretation of Australia's White Paper.

This resolution of argunnnts and cooperative activity meant
privileged accEss b much information and important technologies arrl
to morc pint rientific proiects. It nreant an hcreasing rnanagement
rcle in the Fint defence facilities as well as a nlor€ open dirussion of
their tasks.

With the 1986 rearrangerents of A}.{ZUS, the secord most
seminal event of the 1980s was ttre renegotiation of the arrangements
regarding Fine Gap and Numrngar. The agreement rendered

irintness a product not so much of Australia's ability to rnonitor
concurrence with its requirerrcnt for full knowledge and consent of
and to operations as a product of full integration in an operational
sense. Knowledge of the facilities' operations henceforward was a
product of integration rather than of the seeking of inforrnation. The
change reflected our own perception that the facilities were beginning
to support direct Australian defence needs.

Through tirne this has induced a subtle charqge in the
Australian/US relatioruhip. In the early 1980s it was Australia
donating part of its security to a wider Western arul Arnerican interest.
Those q)ncerns at Australia taking upon itself nuclear target status
have now disappeared. Though still important to the United States,
the balance of the direct value of the facilities has shifted more heavily
to Australia.

What else has changed? Much has not changed, of course. All
the cooperative elennnts are firmly in place. However the changing
psychological, political and economic environrnent anreruils their
conEnt. I used to pride myself on insulating Australian defence policy
from global shifts by basing it on self-reliance, focusing on the deftnce
of Australia ard the security of its region. Nevertheles, tlre
assumption was that 'out there in the ether' was a Western alliance
tuned by the pnessures of a maix military threat.

The picture is now infinitely more complex. The United Sbtes
has genuine difficulties in redefining the significance and character of
the security component of its international posture. Its budgetaqy, and
to a lesser extent economic, difficulties rnake dl the more gruesome ttre
task of redefining a strategic rationale for its defence forces. The
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administration's determination, against domestic pressure, not to be
isolationist mns up agairut the apparent unfairness of dernands that,
in fact, it should use its superpower dominance to play a policeman's
role.

For Australia's regiory a number of issues emerge. A central
issue as I see it is for the United States to accept and adapt to the
changing regional environment to ensure the crcntinued maintenance
of the strategic balance. The United States has had a tendency in the
past to see issues in the Asian region in terms of isolated problems,
rather than developing an appropriate strategic perspective on its
interests and obiectives within the Asia-Pacific as a whole.

More specifically:

First, the United States faces new challenges in managing its
role and relationships in North Asia. The United States has to
recognise that it tras vital strategic interests in this region. The global
balance/Western alliance considerations which drew the United States
into the North Asian region are no longer central to its presence there.
But longstanding questions of the local distribution of power have
emerged to take their place.

These issues call for new dimensions to the reLationships
between the United States and its allies in North Asia, in particular to
that with lapan. They require stJong, mutual confidence and effective
cooperation. The Labor government worked hard to encourage the
greatest possible sense of an 'Asia-Pacific crcmmunity', with Asia
Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEO the economic centrepiece of that
moverrent. It will be vitaUy important to Australia's interests, and to
the interests of the United Shtes and Asian countries, that the United
States rernains switched on to and engaged confidently in, and with,
this region. In government we took as a key priority the importance of
encouraging American 6lite to take up this challenge.

A second issue for the United States is the management of
differences in cultural ard political values in the post{old War era. In
the current environrnent the United States still has to recognise the
continuing prirnacy of maintaining a sbategic balance in Asia.

For example, in responding to Cold War imperatives the
United States'readiness to suspend iudgement about value differences
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was an important factor in policies which integrated China into the
intemational community in a rnanner which was acteptable to other
regional players.

Today the Unibd States is dealing with prospering, more
confident and assertive Asian interlocutors: sorre call this
phenomenon the Asianisation of Asia. But, perhaps paradoxically,
those sanre Asian economies, underpinned by free trade and economic
growth, are also moving in directions increasingly more compatible
with Australian, affl Anrerican, values. [n rccent times we have seen

the United Stat€s grappling anew with the management of these kinds
of questions.

More generally, it seerrs to me, the United State now has a
tendency to define international policy in terms of concepts rather than
geo'strategic interests. These include the international pursuit of
human rights and democratic values; multilateralism in peacekeeping

and burden sharing as a value in itself as opposed to simply a political
tactic and a container of costs; non-proliferation of nuclear weaPons
and weapons of mass destmction. On dl of these issues, Australia and
the United States have much in commory although we have tended to
pursue slightly divergent paths to attain our shared goals.

I have found it very pleasing if somewhat ironic that the very
areas where Australia was onoe seen to be stepping outside the
mainstream of its Western alliance commitments - such as non-
proliferation and peace keeping - were the ones President Clinton
chose to praise when Mr Keating as Prime Minister first rnet with him
inWashington.

On hunran righs, Australia has adopted a fairly low-key but
very activist and consistent approach whidr has achieved npdest
progress. While the United States, as a superpower not a middle
power, will of necessity approach tlrese issues in a difftrent way,
Australia has denpnstrated that it is possible to use low-key, practical
but nevertheless principled approaches to get reults.

In terms of the bilateral relationship between the United States
and Australia, much has remained constant, although it is good to note
that the irritants which dogged my agenda have now been driven
away by the global changes; SDI research, MX testing, conc€rrls about
the pint facilities making Australia a nuclear target - these no longer
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apply. The joint facilities themselves were demonstrated during the
Gulf War to be highly valuable in a regional context.

At least in one critical area of the alliance the new emphasis on
conc€pts has probably meant no change. Consistent with the
desirability of nudear non-proliferatiory guarantees to non-nuclear
powers must rernain as strong. The new emphasis in the United States
on forward access as opposed to forward basing, provided the
underpinning capability is there, is also much attuned to Australia's
own strategies in the Asian region. It may in fact offer new exercising
opportunities both within Australia and in the region.

It is a measure, however, of how much these questions have
'gone off the boil' publicly that the security content of probably the
most important of the redefining pint rrreetings in the context of the
then new Clinton administration in 19% obtained virtually no press
attention. Sorne attention was devoted to the interesting economic
issues, but ignored was a most impressive effort to get to grips with
some of the problems I have been discussing here.

Therc was on the United States' part an affirmation of its
commitrnent to straEgic engagement and this was detailed. ANZUS
was firmly embedded within that security environment. A new
generation of American leaders signed up to the proposition that :

As a close ally of long standing and a nuirr buyer of United
States defence equiprrrent, Australia would continue to receive
preferential acc€ss to United States intelligence and military
science and bchnology so as to assist Australia in maintaining
defence force readiness and capability at the level of
sophistication envisaged in Australia's defence policy.3

Australia made an offer of further acoess for the United States
to military baining ranges and facilities and to industry support. I
note that my colleague Robert Ray was blessed by a palpable lack of
public interest in the issue - in stark contrast to my day, when
extensive agitation might have been expected after such an offer.

Even more surprisingly overlooked was a paragraph from the
communiqu6 which said ttnt parties expressed their:

Australh-United States Ministerial Talks: Communiqu6, Canberr4 &9 March
199,4.
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Willingness to continue to explore and if possible b develop,
areas in which Australia might cooperate with those elements
of the United States ballistic missile defence program that
enhanced their conrmon objertives of preventing such
proliferation and affording protection from missile attack.a

The GuU War and the abandonment of SDI has also defused this once
controversial issue.

And I should also note that the United States explicitly
recognised the importance of the U$fapanese security relationship
and reaffirmed its determination to work with |apan b rnaintain that
relationship as a'Pillar of Regional Security'.s

What the rneeting dernonstrated was a continued US
willingness to engage Australia in detailed security dialogue. It
provided an opportunity to cement the security components of the
relationship in a new era. Above all, it balanced the day-to-day
conc€rns with the relationship, which are now largely economic, with
a readiness to address the complex new strategic challenges which we
face.

In condusiorU I think early 1996 may have witnessed a
clarification within the Clinton administration of its own definition of
continuing American strategic interesb in Australia's region.

In mid-March 1996 the United States deployed carriers to the
waters around Taiwan. They were responding to the tensions arising
from Taiwan's election and the Chinese military exercises. The swift
action demonstrated that the United States retains the will to deploy
forces in Australia's part of the world when it appears necessary.

Then a couple of weela later ltesident Clinton and Prime
Minister Hashimoto signed a pint declaration on the U$fapanese
alliance which reaffirrrred its significance ard durability as a
foundation of US strategic engagerrrent in the region and
foreshadowed a widening in U$fapanese cooperation to support the
region's security. It is significant that, contrary to fearc that US public
support for the U}|apanese alliance would erode, a US President has
been able to reaffirm that alliance in an election year.

1 iuia.r ibid
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One thing is clear from all this: the concerns that the Unitd
States would return to isolation post{old War are unfounded.

What it does mean for the future of Australian-American
security relations is that mapr increase in irint activity I referred to
earlier. I think the intensification of middle'ranking activity reflects
the Americans' search for post{old War security relations and
structures.

The central struggle with the Soviets massively preoccupied
all levels of the Arnerican national security bureaucracy in ways we in
Australia find difficult to comprehend. I remember showing the 1987
White Paper to a Canadian friend with NATO experience. I thought
the alliance component portrayed a vast and intense cooperation. He
read it and suggested the relationship seemed rather thin. We are
attractive now because our defence planning and our contingency
planning is structured and philosophically coherent. For people used
to rigour there is something to engage.

Australia also has a strong regional orientation. Its defence
links are now very broadly bas€d in the region. Activity with
Australia provides an entr6e into another dimension of regional
defence planning.

More broadly, it has to be said that the reverberations of the
Gulf War crcntinue. A clear-cut US strategic inErest enrerged that was
a lifebelt to a sorn€lvhat disoriented military. From a Pacific route,
while we are not directly on the way, the United States is used to
thinking about us in the context of Southeast Asian choke points.

Much of that will keep Australian-American security
relationsNps on course while the shape of future US engagement,
despite rec€nt events, is still a little unclear.
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The aim of the Straegic arul Deferrce Studies Cenbe, which is
located in the Research fthool of Pacific and Asian Studies in the
Australian National University, is to advarrce the study of sbategic
problems, especially those relating to the general region of Asia and
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on problems of security and confidence building in Aushalia's
neighbourhood; the defence of Australia; arms proliferation and arms
control; pottcy advice to the higher levels of the Australian Defence
Deparbnen$ arul the strategic implications of developments in
Southeast Asia, the Indian Ocean and the Southwest Pacific.

The Centre runs a Graduate Programme in Strategic Studies,
which irrcludes both Graduate Diploma and Masters programmes. It
maintains a comprehensive collection of reference materials on
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